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CHAPTER 1

TB RIV]R

1. Fributaries and Watershed Areas

The Thames River drains 2252 square miles of

densely populated and for the most part excellent farmland

in Southern Ontario0 It rises in the highlands of Perth and

Oxford Counties northeast of London and carries water more

than 190 miles to Lake St Clair. Characteristics of the

watershed suggest the division of the river into two sections,

one above Delaware, the other below0

Above London the Thames has many tributaries all

of which drain into three main branches, namely, the North

Branch, with a drainage area of 66L4 square miles, the South

Branch with a drainage area of 3964 square miles and the

Middle Branch which joins the South Branch approximately five

miles west of Ingersoll with a drainage area of 132.8 square

miles0 The South Branch joins the North Branch in the city

of London the whole drainage area above this point being

1,190,6 square nhiies

ibutaries of the above three main branches

and their approximate drainage areas are as follows:

North Branch: Tributary Area-Square Miles

Medway River 74.7
Wye Creek 218
Fish Creek 587
Tout Creek 64.8
Flat Creek 33.9
Avon River 59.1
Black Creek 62.8
Whirl Creek 550

South Branch
Waubuno Creek 39,3
Reynolds Creek 58.7
Cedar Creek 37.6

Middle Branch:
Bud Creek 26.9
North Branch Creek 37.7

The drop in elevation from the source of the

North Branch to London is fairly uniform at about 7 feet per

mile. The South Branch drops more rapidly for the first twenty
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miles at about 11 feet per mile, then levels off to 4 feet per

mile., The Middle Branch drops at about llfet per mile through

Thamesford

Below London the Thames flows through a compara

tively narrow watershed, the slope becoming less severe as the

lake is approached0 From Chatham to the lake there is practi

cally no drop in elevation0 Most of the tributaries are

comparatively small, three of the largest being Dinguan Creek,

draining 58 square miles, Oxbow Creek, 35 square miles, and

Crow Creek 12 square miles0

2 Summer Flow

The problem of summer flow is not so acute on

the Themes as it has become on sonic other rivers in Ontario.

Even during the period of low flow in the late summer months,

there is usually enough water in the main branches to prevent

excessive pollution.

Wide variations in the volume of flow were

normal in the earliest times of settlement, The printed

descriptions of the area are apt to dwell on possibilities of

navigation and ignore the fact that this navigation was

seasonal, On the other hand, the manuscript reports of the

first systematic examinations of the Thames contain statements

that at many places above Thainesville a loaded canoe could

hardly pass in the dry seasons’, Descriptions of the difficulty

of using canoes between Moraviantown and London, and still more

between London and Woodstock, are found in several Diaries of

Survey from l’796 to 1812, sometimes in periods of normally wet

weather0 Part of the trouble was due to obstructions, but the

depths recorded by Augustus Jones in January 1793 between

Muncey and Woodstock show that shallow water was a contributing

factor and that these complaints were not merely excuses for

delay on the part of the surveyors0 Most of the references

to rafting are for the periods of spring and autumn freshet

and this seems to have been accepted as the normal condition.
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There are, however, a few records of rafts or small boats being

used above London in June and evidence can be produced that this

was possible around 1860, when mill dams and weirs had raised

the level in many p1aces

Nevertheless, it would have been less misleading

if the wuiters of the 1830?s and 1840?s had added Jones’words

“in the spring and autumn floods” to their statements that the

Thames was navigable from Louisville to London for boats and

barges and to Vioodstock for small boats and rafts0 This

navigation was of great use to the earliest settlers and the

later lumbermen, but it was always precarious and in years of

drought it sometimes became impossible even at the freshet0

These years of drought, when swamps and creeks were dry and

mills idle for lack of water, are recorded quite often in the

1820’s and l830’s, but the complaints of water shortage do not

come from the millers and farmers on the Upper Thames0 It is

probable that there was always a sufficient flow in the river

and that,if it had been confined in a narrower channel, barge

navigation could have been made permanent with a moderate

amount of water storage. Some canal schemes were seriously

proposed before l80, but long before sufficient means were

available to carry them out railways were making inland water

transport obsolete even for heavy freight.

The fluctuations in flow appear to have been

less before the clearing of the forests The river on the

average seems to have had more water in summer, than is now

the case0 It is plain that many of the tributaries had longer

courses before 1880, and some streams which are now dry in

summer were then flowing all year round. The cutting of

remaining woodlots since that time and the draining of swamps

and wet land. have reduced the amount of water storage so as

to have a marked effect or the river. The references to trout

being caught even in the larger tributaries of the Thames, in

early times, show that a change has taken place in the river
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which is not entirely due to the pollution of the water0 In

some cases mills were located on small streams which would

not now provide enough power to run theni during most of the

year1 As early as 1895 a complaint of decreased flow in the

Thames is found in the St. Marys Argus. It is probable that

since 1860 the bed of the river in many places has been scoured

out and the banks undermined by floods so that the streams run

broader and shallower than before9 In a few places the river

bed has been artificially widened and deepened as a measure of

flood protection0

The records oi’ stream flow near London, which

have been kept for the past thirty years, indicate that Sep

tember is normally the month of lowest flow on the North Branch

and August on the South Branch9 Years of low flow in the

summer and autumn have been freçuent; the most pronounced period

occurring in 1936, on both branches, In that year the com

bined flow of both branches averaged 45 cubic feet per second

for the three months of July, August and September, and for the

four months of July, August, September and October the flow

was 57 cubic feet per second0

There is no evidence that this condition is be

coming more pronounced of late years, and complaints of the

unpleasant consecluences of low flow are only met with in a few

localities9 A better regulated flow in summer would, however,

be very desirable as population and unavoidable pollution

increase, especially IT the possibilities of the river for

recreation are to be developed to the full9 The planting and

protection of source areas, highly desirable for other reasons,

would have a great effect in increasing the volume of water in

dry seasons, and this could be supplemented from the recervoirs

necessary to control floods and from recreational lakes.

30 Encroachments

Encroachments include any works of man which are

built on the natural flood channel of a river, These flood
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channels may not be used by the river for several years, but

at certain intervals, due to excessive precipitation and other

factors, this supplementary channel which it has created for

itself will most certainly be flooded, because it must be

remembered that flooding is a natural phenomenon of rivers,

As early as 15412 when DeSoto came up the Mississippi, he

recorded “floods to the height of the treetops for miles back

of the river” Also Zeisberger, visiting the Thames in 1792,

stated, T71•Je found out and saw that in the spring the river

rises twenty feet or moreG Therefore, all the bottoms are

covered

In the process of settling a new country, en

croachments are often unavoidable because, as is well known,

many of our towns and cities were established by the erection

of a mill on the river or at the junction o± a small stream

with a larger one. Gradually as time went on, other businesses

followed, shopping districts were built up and spread out

around this nucleus of settlement. Thus it happens that such

towns, or the older part of them at least, are completely

within the flood channel, and when high water occurs, they,

of course, are flooded.

In the Upper Thames WatersbLed, however, St. Marys

is the only place of any size in which much of the main streets

are exposed to serious flooJing. The sites of the three cities

and of Mitchell were chosen because of their relation to the

navigation oI’ the river or to read intersections and river

crossings, and the two last influenced the placing of some

smaller villages. 1.Ihen regular townplots were surveyed they

were placed in almost every caae on higher ground outside the

natural flood channelQ Mill sites were found adjoining these

plots and as the town grew industry tended to be concentrated

along the rivers Waterpower was at first the only form of

power and up to 1850 remained the cheapest. The railways were

built along the valleys and this tended to keep industry close
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to the river and owing to lack of transportation residential

areas grew up near the mills and factories3 As the cities

grew and real estate became more valuable, there was further

crowding into the flood channel where the land was considered

less desirable and could be purchased at a cheaper rate

Moreover, as such encroachments were in progress,

and partiouJarly if the river did not flood severely for ten or

twelve years, people began to think that severe floods would

not occur again. This, of course, is an example of foolish

wishful thinking because the records show that the rivers of

Southern Ontario do flood systematically, and of late years

these floods have become more severe; both from the standpoint

of high water and damage to structures which have been built

in the flood channelQ

The presence of encroachments such as narrow

bridges with abutments projecting out into the river valley,

factories, buildings and so forth, not only aggravate the

flood situation from the standpoint of preventing the free

passage of water but also by piling up large cakes of ice

which naturally float on the crest of the stream in the spring,

accumulating behind these structures and building up a

damgerous d on]..y to break when the pressure becomes too great

or the temperature modifies,. These encroachments together

with the gradual denudation of the forest, especially at the

headwaters of the rivers,have aggravated the flood situation

on most of our streams in Southern Ontario, and it is largely

due to these causes that some major works must be undertaken

chiefly in the building of dams or the building of dikes in

order to protect the towns and, cities which occupy the river

channel in whole or in part at certain points on its course.

The problem of encroachments has been pertinently

sunmed up by a US my Engineer as follows: ‘/hen we are

honest with ourselves and get down to the bottom of the flood

problem, about 90% of perennial flood damage is a result of
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mants damn foolishness in building his roads, railroads, fac

tories, houses, farms and whatnot on land, that plainly belonged

to the river. When he built there, the evidence that the river

had used, that land for flood purposes was plainly visible, and

when that evidence Is there you can be darn sure the river

will again flood that land. It would be much simpler and more

econoriiical to retire from human occupancy and use these per-

ennially flooded river bottoms and give them back to the river

for flood purposese

This is an arresting statement, but of course

impracticable where settlement has advanced to the extent of

millions of dollars in real estate0 It does, however, set

forth clearly the relationship between flooding and encroach

ments

If an examination is made of the towns and

villages which occupy a part of the natural flood channel of

the Thames River and its branches, it will be seen that over

the years many structures have been built which have aggravated

the flood situation. The scope of this report did not permit

of making a careful examination of all thesebut in order to

illustrate what is meant by this interference an examination

was made of some of the more obvious encroachments which occur

in the city of London which,as is well known, has been visited

by serious floods within the memory of many living in that

city.

One of the most serious encroachments is the

C0N.R, embankment approaching the east and of Cove Bridge. This

embankment entirely fills the old flood channels leading to

the Cove and the bridge itself is so placed that it causes an

abrupt change in the course of the river0 In addition the old

pile footings from former piers have been left in the channel

l This was actually done at Weston, Ontario, after the flood
of l85O The older part of the village was wiped out and
its inhabitants built on the high ground.
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and these aggravate the situation, particularly when there is

likelihood of an ice—jam

Another

the city are the dikes

of the river in check,

an example of how such

channel

n old encroachment which has been forgotten is

to be seen at the Dennis Iron Works at the foot of Caning

Street, at the Forks, The east bank of the North Branch has

been filled in westward over 100 feet,

If the extensive system of dams reconnuended else

where in this report is built to adequately safeguard the

towns and cities on the Thames River from any anticipated

floods, very careful consideration should be given by all

municipalities to the controlling of further encroachments in

the flood channel, It Is not only possible but highly pro

bable that,if encroachments are continued as they are being

carried out at the present time in certain areas, in years

to come works for the prevention of floods will be greatly

minimized0 Therefore, one of the chief concerns of the

&thonity in planning a long-time programme fox’ the river

valley should be to control and check further encroachments on

the river, especially where they are costly permanent structures

and will involve the loss of property, goods or human life,

type of encroachment within the limits of

which have been built to keep the banks

These of course were necessary but are

structures crowd into the natural flood
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FLOODS

The flood on the Thames River at London in April

l95? brought the question cf floods and flood damage more

forciClY before the public than had been he case at any time

since the early years of this centUrY It was the highest

flood recorded on the Thames, and was also the most dest1’U0ti

of propertyQ In dISCUSSiOnS of this flood and of these which

had occurred in the past, It was oftefl taken for granted that

floods of a serious nate on the Thames were coiauaratively

modern phenomena, directly connected with the spread of settle

ment and the clearing of the forest, It was said, truly enough

that there were nc accurate and scientific measurements of the

flow of the river or the height of the floods until after l98

Such accounts of early floods as were known to exist were

considered unreliable, not only on the reasonable ground of the

lack of scientific data, but also in the belief that their

authors had exaggerated the severity of the flooding owing to

the fast that, being unused to serious floods, they had no

standard of colupaniSofl3 The following account of floods on the

Thames between 1791 and 1951 is intended to throw some light

on the number and extent ci’ these floods, the weather condition

when they occurred, the amount of propertY damage and the

effect which settlement in the area had on floodinga

The first settlers, coming to the ThaneS Valley

from lands where much greater floods were not uncoimnon, re

garded the freshets as a seasonal convenience or an unavoidable

nuisance, ccordiflg to whether they made use of them for

navigation or suffered inconvenience or loss from the high

water It is usually in the latter case that references occur

in notes or diaries of survey, in petitionS, letters or

private journals and memoirs . A number of such references have

been found, but there are gans in the record that might be

filled by further research if time and means allowed Many
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of these early references are vague and general, the most use

ful being those of the surveyors1

Even when the letter do not record a particular

flood, their accounts of the evidenoe of flooding are of inter

est as showing that the authorities were aware of the flood

hazard and influenced by this in placing townplots For example,

bcth David Smith, Acting Surueyor-•General of Upoer Canada, and

Augustus Jones, Deputy Surveyor, believed in 1793 that the back

water or oxbow, called the Cove, at London had been formed fair-•

ly recently by the river cutting across the bend* Jones gives

the usual rise in soring at Muncey as about ten feet and at the

Forks as between six and seven feet He made these observations

in the second half of January l793 iitii, attending Lieuten

ant—Governor Simooe on his return from his first visit to

Detroit in March l793 makes a number of notes on the topo

graphy of “the Forks” and says of the flats in the northwest

angle of the Forks: “The River has made efforts to go through

the angular part of this Plain adjoining the Fork and. a 0-ully

remains testimonial of the cit cuiistanee; it is probable also

that this Plain may have been overflowed, but I am of opinion it

is not so - co1rniunibus annis (sic) Later he says: 0n the

South side of the River, below and adjoining the fork is also

high Land of about 100 feet above the water, except at the point,

where is a :piece of low broken ground end lies the appearance of

having been overflowed, there is somewhat iike a deserted chan

nel, or rather vestiges of an effort in the River, to take its

course across the point when the flood is great0” In l82b,

after surveying the townplot of London, Colonel Mahlon Burwell

reports the same behaviour cn the part of the North Branch in

flood, and indicated on his plan the course of the water across

the eastern boundary of the present Labatt Park and the opposite

flat, as far as the high ground, with the crescent shaped chan—

* Department of Lands and Forests, Toronto; Survey Records;
Field Notes, VoL I, pp 191—199 — “Thames — Its Banks”,
P. J Smith, Actg Surveyor—General, & pp0 200—211, “Thames
River — January — February 1793”. Augustus Jones, DPS0
Smith says “it is said” that tie new channel had been made
“of late years”, Jones only imolies that it was recen.t
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nel by which the floods returned to the main stream below the

Forks,* This was the course of the average flood, for if Simcoe

and his party had remained another week in the vicinity of the

Forks, they would have probbly been in no doubt that the “plain’

was overflowed, 1793 being an “uncommon” year as far as the

spring freshet was concerned These observations certainly had

some influence on the placing of the site of London.

A fairly full record of floods on the Thames is

available between 1791 and 1000; during the next fifty years

fewer references have been found0 The newspapers are of little

use in this period There were none published in the London

District before 1830 and those published elsewhere contain few

accounts of floods, Eae nevispapcrs of the day gave little

space to local happenings excopt of a political character.

News travels fast in a small conniunity and by the time the

weekly or bi—weekly papers were printed much of the local news

was sta1e A little more coverage was given in the thirties

and forties, but only occasional copies of the papers of those

decades have survived end the space devoted to local news was

still small A. fair number of references have, however, been

collected from these and other sources, sufficient to show that

heavy flooding was by no means rare at this time About 1850,

when daily newspapers had become the rule, the practice o±

printing local news increased and from that time regular reports

of floods are found,, Most of these reports undoubtedly are some

what exaggerated, but. the exaggeration is rather in the general

tone cf the language used than in the particular details given,

From these details it is possible to form. some picture of what

these early floods were like and to compare them with later

floods which were more accurately recorded

* Department of Lands & Forests, Toronto; Survey Records,
Field Nntes, Vol XV, p 357; Letter of Mahion Burwell,
dated July 21, 1826, & Plan A41, London, June 29, 1826,
In the plan the south and west banks of the river are only
sketched in and are drawn rather inaccurately, the high
ground south—west of the fork is placed too far south.
This error led Buiwell to recommend a bridge at Bathurst
Street instead of York Street, as he intended and where
the bridge was actifly built
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1790—1849

The first direct reference that has been found

to a flood on the Thames is contained in the field notes of

Patrick McNiff, who had completed a survey of the lower part

of the river,, lie reports that on April 18 he found, at the

point just below Moraviantown where he ended his sun’vey t1iat

the water had been wenty feet above its then height7 It was

even then running eight feet deep at that point, with all eight-

knot current, although he was told that a loaded canoe COUld

hardly pass in the dry season0 This would mean a rise of about

25 feet or more, MoNiff adds that he was told that the flats

from the end of his survey to ‘the second village of De1awarel*

(near Muncey) are at times cvcrf1owsd”

Tiie flood of 1791 would thus appear to he.ve

been severe and that of the spring of 1792 was probably nearly

as high0 Evidence of this flood and a detailed record of the

behaviour of the river froa lc192 to 1798 are to be found in the

records of the Moravian Mission at Old Fairfield or “Schonfe1dt

on the Thames opposite Moraviantov’n (New Fairfield ), This vii

lage vJas built for Christian Delaware Indians driven out of their

homes in Ohio by the imericans0 Vhiie still at Detroit, before

they had even visited the Thames, the Moravian Brothers were

told by Indians that the spring freshets were formidable. When

they moved up the river to look for a village site they found

plain signs of recent flood, Going beyond all settlement, they

found the current too strong for their heavy boat and had to

make use of the canoes of seine local Indians. They spent the

next few days exploring the rivera As they had come from the

Muskingura, they were on the lookout for signs of flood and on

April 27 they note that along the river there is abundance

*. There were two ;iDeiaware? villages above Moraviantown, the
first near Middlemiss and the second(the “Delaware Castle)
on high ground near Muncey They were both occupied by
Munceys or Monseys, a tribe of the Delaware Nation0 The
Munceys were usually called Delawares by the English at
this time0 Zeisberger, however, always distinguishes be
tween the ‘heathen Munceys and his Christian Deiwares
There was no white -village of Delaware at this date0
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of good and fine land, only in the spring it is flooded.” In

the entry of the 28th they are more definite: We found out

and saw that in the spring the river rises twenty feet or more,

therefore all the bottoms ee covered0” Zeisberger evidently

concluded that this was a yearly occurrence, which proved to be

a mistake. A rise of twenty feet in the region between

Moraviantown and Muncey indicates a pretty severe flood, such

as comes only once or twice in ten years0

The Brothers chose a site for their village,

taking care to place it out of reach of such floods. This was

at first a little higher up the river than the site finally

occupied, but at the final site also, care was taken to choose

a situation on the higher terrace, near a spring creek On

May 1 — In the forenoon we visited the country farther up

and found good enough planting—land though wild, but no place

for a town, since the places either go under water or are very

high hills on the river ter they were finally settled at

Old Fairfield, the Brothers continued to report the movements

of the river (of•en calling it the oreek”) On May 17 after

three days rain, the creek rises fast the context makes it

.lain that the river is meante Again on June ohe 9th, ‘from

the very bard rains the river rose very much. so that it is very

muddy It is therefore a fine thing that we have a good spring

nearby, back of the town

In the diary of 1793 is found a pattern of weather

conditions which is to become familiar later on A mid—January

thaw melted the snow but caused no freshet, On March 16

‘For two days it has rained The river rose high’ By the 19th,

the river had so been rising for several days that it has over

flowed the lowland and many fields The height of the rise

is not given so it was probably considerably less than the

year before On Ncvember 6 after several days of rain, the

river is risen very high’ but no flooding is reccrded Governor

Simcoes party encountered the beginning of the March freshet of

1793 on the upper waters of the Thames near 7foodstock, while

returning from Detroit,
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u 1793 was a fairly normal year, 1794 was ex

ceptional in several v:ays The river had not frozen by Febru

ary 2. The “severest cold of the winter” came at the beginning

of March when the thermcrneer stood at 19 degrees0 By March

11, it was “fine and spring like” and the temperature 70

degrees and the ice broke up on the river”. Three days later

“the river ran strong with ice, coning from far up, and has

risen very high” This sounds as though there may have been an

ice block somewhere upstream, but, as was to be expected after

a mild winter, no flooding at airfield is reoord.ed.

Lower down the river, on MacGregor Creek, this

freshet of March 1794 destroyed the.dam and damaged the

foundation of MaoO-regortsmill, not far from the site of Chathem

At the end of the month Colonel Siucce took advantage of the

high water and swift current to descend the river from :‘ioodstock

in a hoat

The sudden heat spoiled he run of sap, so that

little sugar could be made, The summer was very hot The

thermometer socd at 96 degrees for “several days” at the end

of Tuly, “which it never has before” On November 2 a man

came down from the new white settlement at Delaware which had

been begun that sammer, “witla a raft of tiher though drift ice

was already running”

The year 1795 began with severe cold in Januery

followed by “a ttaw witn rain” on Jenuary 29, ain cold

set in and it was not till March 23 that “on acccunt of the

rain that fell last night the river broke up, when before there

Lad been continued cold3” “The first thunderstorm of this

spring” came on March 25 “whereupon the rivor rose very much”,

but it turned cold again at once and there was no flooding of

consequence0 That autumn, however, was wet, On October 15

there was thunder all day and such high winds that roofs were

blown off the buildings, and many trees fe1l On Sunday,

October lB , we find the following entry: “Michael preached,
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and. as it has been rainy the whole week, so that the river was

unusually high, and the coan of several brethren under water,

they helped one another to save it. whereby all were busy who

were able) and so they continued to do the nezt day, for the

water was all the time risin” They were more fortunato than

the iViunceys for, on the 25th9 they “heard from the Munsey town,

that in the high water their cornfields had been çuite over—

flowed4” During the winter the Delawares had to help the

Munosys with gifts of corn to keep them from starving4

In 1796 there were no floods and the usual note

that “the river is very hieh is not found after the breakup0

This would seem to have been due to partial thaws followed in

each case by cold weather, so that the snow melted gradually.

There was some rain in March. but not so much as iii former

years. No auturn freshet took place0

The breakup of 1797 came on March the 16th0*

The next day “on account of the high water many pine timber

saw—blocks came down the river, many of which our Indians

secureã,” This shows that Alien sawmill yard at Delaware

had been floodede On March 31, “After the high river had

fallen, the snow having melted, hard, rains came in and it rose

again Many rafts of pine 1umber went by in April and the

beginning of May, and on May 3 tue Brothers bought some pine

boards” Then the referenoe.s to rafts cease for that year,

perhaps because the water became too low to be convenient for

rafting,

The little spring-fed “brook”, “back of the

town”, had been giving trouble by icing over its bank and

undermining the steep side of its ravines Governor Sirncoe and

his suite had had difficulty in crossing on his first visit and

* George Parrin Lawe notes a flood on the South Branch
between karch 14 and 16, 179?, in his diary of the
Survey of Blandford Lands and Forests Survey Records -,

Field Notes; Vole III, i) 121

H
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both the brethren and travellers on the “road” from Niagara to

Detroit were finding iS a great inconvenience. The Brothers

decided to bridge the ravine and got out timber for the bridge

on Tanuary 13 • They did not have time to begin work until

July 24.. . In the meantime the stream had again cut into the

bank. The bridge was finished on hugust 1, and the entry

for that day remarks on the convenience it will be to the

travellers as it is in “the road to Niagara.” “Thunderstorms

and rain pours” during the week of August 10 to 17 raised

the brook and damaged the new bridge so that it had to be

repaired, which was done on September 2.

In 1798 the sap was running on February 3rd.

Most of January had been fine and mild. From February 19 tin
near the end of March, there was cold and heavy snow. On the

twenty-seventh “the river broke up, with warm weather and high

water.” The next day “a party of whites went up to the Pinery

to send timber rafts down.” The high water continued for some

days • On April 3 the water was “higher than it has ever been

here and we hear that the snow above us, only three days ago,

was knee—deep and therefore the river will still rise, when it

has already come up more than 20 feet.” This further rise may

not have occurred, as Zeisberger does not mention the flood

again, Severe cold and snow “as at 0hrstm” came on the 18th.

On the 20th, there were “lightening and downpours of rain”,

which probably brought the river up somewhat, for rafting

began the next day and went on all week.

Zeisberger’s diary ends in 1798 and for the next

twenty or thirty years our information about the river’s move

ments is scanty and there are few detailed flood references.

Even if such references had been found, it

would be unnecessary to deal with them in detail, for it is

probable that each decade in which several, severe floods oc

curred conformed fairly closely to the pattern of the 1790’s.

The types of flood that later become familiar are found in this
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first recorded group; the flood of peak severity, like that of

1791, followed (and probably rsceded) by others of slightly

less height; the moderate freshets intervening between these

and. causing little or no flooding; the rare gale or twister

combined with a thunderstorm in autumn or early winter some

times oroducing severe floods as well as wind, damage when it

follows prolonged wet weather; and, the sudden spate after a

summer “cloudburst” usually causing only slight damage as in

this cases but when the ground is already sodden producing the

most dangerous and damaring type of flood0 The reports of the

weather interesting in them9elves, show very clearly the

conditions that sroduce flooding or check it after it has begun,

andç in spite of the small amount of settlement on the river,

typical examples of flood. damage are recorded0 These early

reports differ from those found after 1850 chiefly in the absence

of direct mention of ice jams and in the longer duration of the

high water0

The use to which the inhabitants put the fre shets

during the first fifty years of settlement is well illustrated.

by the references to rafting and by SiincoeTs second trip down

the river0 The periodic swelling of the rivers and streams

played a large part in the life of these settlers on the Thames,

as it did elsewhere in the Canadian hush. George Heriot in

his “Travels Through Canada, 1807,” has an interesting passage

on this subject Speaking of the advantages enjoyed by the

farmers along the St0 Lawrence, who could ship their produce to

market on rafts at any season, he writes: “on all other rivers

except those of the first magnitude, they who mean to conduct

rafts down their stream are compelled to be ready at the moment

of a swell of the waters”; otherwise they might have to wait

f or a whole year Ho also says that it sometimes happened that

the “spring freshets are not sufficiently high” for rafting.

This had occurred on the Themes in 1806, when the lumber was

piled up in the yards of the sawmills at Delaware and at



Dorchester waiting for enough water to raft it to Detroit

‘High water” on t1e South Branch, lasting

from April 3 to April 9 interru ted William Hamblys survey of

lots on Dundas Street (Governors Road) in l8OO Hambly also

records finding a great flood on ths Lower Thames and all the

low grcund under water when returning from a survey near the

Sydenham River on September 13 , l8O4 Nathan Bangs, the

first Methodist circuit rider to visit the Thames settlements,

mentions encountering heavy flooding a little higher up the

river in October and November of the same year’ It is not

certain whether any other floods occurred on the Thames in this

decade, Plain signs of flooding that had covered the North

Branch flats in the second &cncession of London Township to the

depth of three feet or more, were observed in the summer of

1810 and it is likely that this flood had been fairly recent,

Between 1810 and 1830 only one definite reference

to floods has yet been found though there are several general

references -to the “periodic inundation “ or “annual overflowing”

of the flats, V/hen this was of normal extent it was considered

an advantage because it enriched the meadows with silt It is

likely that one or two heavy floods occurred during the war

of 1812-15, for flood denage is reported from other rivers0

Floods on Springer’s Creek and the Meday in 1819 interfered

with Mahion Burwel]js suivey of Lobo cr with his journeys to

and from that township, A series of mild years after l822

with dry summers and open winters, caused a shortage of water

in South—western Ontario so that swamps and streams dried, up

and mills could not grind, It is not likely that there were

other serious floods before 1829, though there are some

references to high waterQ After 1828 the population of the

* The flood in Septenbe brought down a quantity of drift
wood and was probably severe over the whole watersheds
for severe floods occurred at the same time on rivers
near Toronto,
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area was growing; traffic was increasing on the roads; bridges

and mills were built and towns laid out0 Flood damage became

more important and was more often reported.

In l83Ci “the London stocks which had fallen

into disfavour as a punis1nnent were formally committed to the

Thames in spring flood” by the constable • “The London Bridge

was broken” in the late summer ci’ that year probably as a

result of the flood0 Other references to floods at about this

time are not uncorimon in the diaries and reminiscences of the

early inhabitants of London0 Tile are told that this bridge

at the foot of York Street (built in 1825) was chained to some

large trees “to ,rovent it being floated away in the spring

£loods” Sarnual Strick1and, spadng of his visit to Chatham

in l832q remarks that the flats on either side of the river for

the first ten miles from its mouth were usually flooded in the

spring

The inilldam built by the Canada Company at

Stratford in 1832 was damaged several times by floods before it

was finally completed at “enormous” cost late in l837 One

of these floods took place in 1035, when there is evidence of

flooding on streams near Komo.ka0 jnother was the flood of 1836

by which the bridge at Chatham was destroyed and “the bridge

over Rhode’s milldara was carried away” before April 9 when

the Reverend Jchn Proudfcot attemoted to cross it The stream

was evidently too deep to ford on horseback and the Presbyterian

minister of London was riot accustomed to “swimming his horse

through the swollen streams” as the Reverend Mr0 Cronyn was in

the habit of doing at this timed The flood of 183? damaged

bridges in the London District and possibly also the dam at

Stratford

The ‘ebuilt bridge at Chatham was again damaged

in 1841 and in 1843 damage to the Delaware and I(ilworth Bridges

is reported The bridges must have been impassable, for On

Easter Sunday (April 16 ) four members of a party of fourteen

who tried to cross in a scow at Delaware were drowned when the
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scow caught in the branches of a fallen tree and was swamped.

At about the same date, a rarty of indignant citizens set out

from London bent on destroying “er diner Bros0 aili dam in

Mesa”, but finding the dam “partially destroyed by the flood

and the water too high”, the:- contented themselves with threats

and m-ched off to the nearest tavorns This dam was unpopular

with both lumbermen and fishermen because the chute provided

did not allow rafts to pass at times when the river was high.

enough for rafting everyhero else and because the fish could

only pass it “at the high floods

The spring flood of 1046 appears to have been

long and severe Marcus G-unn records in his diary for March

13. G-reat laters pass in the rivers0” On the 26th he says,

The rivers appear occu:jied with magnificent :Jaterso” He uses

almost exactly the sartie words to describe the flood of 1852 so

that this flood was probably of about the same degree of severity.

It is not till April 4th that Gunn notes that “the rivers are

now muci falien0 On J.nuary 2 18472 he w±tes, 7the .ver

is much swollen with waters” and on Januory 12, “the river

appears filled with ice and the waters accumulate and overflow”

On April 4 1847 0-unn records mild waather and a thunderstorm0

The next two clays were “mild and springlike and on the 6th:

“The River exhibits groat elevation of waters reducing its

banks in our vicinity ‘. On the 9th: The waters of the River

are stil]. more elevated today” and on the 10th: “The Rivers

are still overflcwing with water . Gunns language is some

what ambiguous but there can be no doubt that these wore floods

of impressive size0

It is stated that the bridges in London and it

neighbourhood, before 1849 “were constructed of wood and fre

quently destroyed by tne spring floods0” It would not need a

very severe froshet to damage some of the bridges of that time,

An attempt to raise the bridge abovo the height of the floods

seems to have been made in sonic instances0 The building of
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more mill dams and bridges in the forties probably helpod to

increase tbe severity of floods, by causing ice Jis in the

river.

1851—1879

Thon detailed reports of floods begin to appear

in the newspapers after 1849, ice Jams and damage from ice are

often reported. This was the case in March, 1851, when three

days of rain “with the snow in the bush” made the Thames “burst

all bounds”. A block formed at Shepherd’s mill dam on the

South Branch, and when ft broke the ice swept downstream at

“eight or ten miles per hour”. Shepherd’s bridge escaped, but

the bridge at the foot of Ridout Street (built 1849) was

damaged and most of the bridges downstream were broken0 Black-

friars Bridge may also have been damaged in 1851, for !.t is

referred to as “new Blackfriars bridge” in the account of the

freshet of 1852, which it withstood successfully. This latter

flood took out the bridge on the ERm11 ton road, interrupting the

post for three days, and also damaged “most of the mill dams”.

A bursting mill dam (“Benson’s”) at Ingersoll

was responsible in 1858 for a flood that destroyed buildings

sd bridges, doing •5,00o daznage.* At London “Hunt’s new mill

dam” was destroyed and Clarke’s Bridge damaged.

This bridge (built first in 1841) was wrecked in

the spring flood of 1857, which seems to have been universally

severe • The thaw took place on February 6 end V and the

water in the neighbourhood of Clarke ‘s Bridge was eleven feet

or more above “the norms]. level”. “A house close by was

entirely filled with water” — the first mention of hcuses being

flooded at London. The Avon flooded cellars at Stratford and

destroyed a quantity of wheat. This flood did a great deal of

* This was probably the same dam on the creek that caused
damage in several other years. In 1887 a house was
washed away and four peo2le drowned,

• .
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damage at Delaware and at Chatham0 Ice, up—rcoted trees and

saw 1ogs took out the Kilwcrth Bridge and with it a farmer,

named William Oterly who was on it at the time. He was

reported to be drowned, but later it was learned that he hail

‘saved. himself by making a raft of driftwood”Q There was a

second rise in the river at Chatha3n on February 1?, which may

represent the freslaet on the North Branch This branch flooded

on its upper waters in l858 doing damage from Mitchell to

St Marys and submerging the latter village sufficiently for

the editor of the St Marys .irgus to suggest the erection of

a ‘breast work to :protect the low ground

The flood of 1861 caused more lOsS and attracted

more attention thai! thai of 1857 because the low ground in

the towns was by then more built up than four years before0

This time a number of houses around Clarke’s Bridge were

flooded and the occupants taken off in boats The water here

may riot have been much higher than in lS57 The ice passed

under the rebuilt bridgc but tore off some of the iron plates

with which the piers had been strengthened, The North Branch

flooded parts of St Marys, forcing oeople near the woollen

factory to leave their houses, wading through three or foul’

feet ci’ water’ and wjth their wanes on the.r backs”., Roads

and bridges were dameged between 3t Marys and Londor, and

Kilworth Bridge was finally carried away’

In March 1865, and again in February 1867, the

river rose ‘above its ordinary (spring) level of ten to twelve

feet” In 1865 besides the South Branch £lats the low ground

at the foot of Dundas Streetu was flooded to the imninent

danger of Constable Phairs livstock, which were rescued just

in time the water being then four feet deep in his kitchen and

stabler, Several bridges suffered as they did again in 1867.

This led the London Free Press to critize the short-sighted

policy of building cheap bridges which were swept away in e7ery

floods The Free Press also oorrnnents on the loss to farmers in
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fences and cut buildings1 and remarks that everytiiing left

near the I’iver9s bank in the village, is from year to year

invariably swept off for the benefit of the people westwards

The flood of 1868 wee one of the very severe

floods on the Tharnes The damage on the Upper Watershed was

heavy, especially on the North Branch from Mitchell down. There

was a flood on Trout Creek and three people were drowned in

the neighbouihoad of Fullarton But it was the lower part of

the river -valley that suffered mosta This was due to a huge

blockade of ice and debris a the rivsr!s mouth0 The type of

driftwood in this block indicates the amount of lumbering on

the upper waters It included great çuantities o± cordwood,

timber (squaz’ed) staves and 1rushwood”0 The block formed on

March 13 , aster the first freshet had passed, and it backed

up the waters so as to flood much of Chatham “four or five

feet deep” Miles of country around were covered several feet

deep Vessels were washed from their moorings and railway

traffic was interruoted for days The water in Chatham was

about eighteen feet above the summer level and two feet above

high water mark of last yearT- This flood was considered at

Oha.tham hy far the greatest in thirty years”0 It was

not to be equalled there for thirty years more,

A summer freshet on the Thames occurred on

July 2, 1869, on tIre North Branch0 It reached flood pro—

portions in the Stratford area, and below St0 Marys a farmer

narrowly escaped drowning when he was washed away in his waggon.

He was saved by a log—boom in the river, but his teem was

drowned.

The more serious floods of the l870?s all

occurred between 3anuary 24, 1873, and January 24; l874

The soring freshet of 1873 flooded th.e London flats “from the

cove bridge to the foot of Dundas Street” On the Kensington

(West London) £1ets which were just beginning to be occupied1

the water was ten feet deep in places for “forty hours” and
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four hundred feet wide on its narrowest side0” Thamesville

and Chatbam were heavily flooded arid the railway bridge at

Chatham was washed out, along with many other bridges and mill

dams0 Floods and flood damage are reported from Mitchell, St0

Marys. Stratford, Woodstock, and other piaces

On December 4, 1873, a furious storm spread

destruction over the country end floods occurred on several

rivers0 The flooding on the Thames, however, was not entirely

due to this “hurricane” There had been sleighing in November,

but a thaw began and heavy rain fell on the northern part of

the watershed from the 1st to the 3rd of December, The North

Branch and its tributaries were sready flooding by the 3rd and

doing damage at Stratford and Mitchell0 Thsn the “twister”

struck there was heavy wind damage and more serious flooding.2

At London the wInd wrecked a number of buildings

and “to add to the seriousness of the situation, the river

already swollen by the thaw2 overflowed and again flooded the

flats ‘ The river was a foot higher than during the great

freshet in the spring”, and was thought to be “higher than ever

before”, At Chathor the water rose “about three feet above the

docks” and flooded part of the town, The merchants had time

to remove their goods from cellars and warehouses and the loss

was not so great as in the spring3

The flood of January 23, lB74 was the highest

of the three0 Kensington was flooded to a greater extent than

ever before and “all the suburbs border.ng on the lOW

ground, that never before were visited by flood are partially

submerged?, Chatham and Thamesviile suffered again0 A rail

way accident was caused by a waahout at Thameeville Tio miles

of the G-ret Western Railway track, :est of Chatham, were under

water and all traffic, stopped for some days

The greab quantity of “brushwccd, timbers; staves

and sawn lumber as well as saw logs” which come down with thie

flood is an indication ci’ its extent on the upper watershed,
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They also show that the lumbermen were busy and tha.t the Loest

was fast disappearing0 Fron 1868 till well into the 180ts this

type of flotsam caused a good part of the flood damage, either

directly or by forming blocks which raised the height of the

water. After 1885 it is seldom mentionedQ

This irimense series of freshets roused the

inhabitants of the ??newly erectedu houses in Kensington to the

risks of their situation0 The river was anxtously watched each

spring for some years0 In 1875 it was twice reported to the

Torontc Globe that the freshet had passed and all danger of

flood was at an end On April 1 the river rose a third time

and flooded parts of Kensington before it returned to its

norma1 height for the sea song

1.880-1899

The next eight years, however, produced only

sharp freshets and, local floods, mostly on the North Branch0

Three of these occurred in the spring of l88l First the ice

on the North Branch went out on February 12, with a tre

mendous roar??, threatening to- flood Kensington0 The threat

was repeated two days later when a jam formed above London, but

it passed without doing damage4 Then, in March St iVarys was

partly flooded and the water rose thirteen feet at Chatham,

flooding the lower groundS, Again in April, Trout Creek and the

Thames were avery high mid some furth&r flooding occurred

three freshets in as many months0

March of 1883 saw Kensington again 7conp1etely

flooded? and the boats again busy rescuing the inhabitants. The

damage to roads and bridges in London Township was estimated at
*

five thousand dollars0 But, though the spring flood was severe

enough, it was completely overshadowed by the catastrophe of

uiy 10 - Il, 1883, All future floods were compared to that

* Possibly equal to 15O0O in modern money0 The annual
average damage. between 1925 and 1950, was given as
.,000 in this township0
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of 1683 and it was many years before any could be said to have

equalled it in saverity

The ininediate cause of this disaster was an

electric storm which moved over part of the watershed in a wicie

circle, with its centre near London The ground was read.y

soaked by heavy rains and the creeks and rivers swollen to an

unusual heightc There had been flooding in several places ed

washouts had caused railway accidents along the South Branch a

few days before The Thames was very hig1 on the 9th of July,

but it dropped considerably on the iCth That night a little

before midnight, the storm brcke and three inches of rain fell

in three hourse At three a,m., on the l1th a wall of water’

swept down on Iensington from the north, washing rrl.any houses

from their foundations and carrying them downstream to be

crushed, in some cases against the bridges0 There was no warning

in Kensington, though the storm had roused many from their

sleep. People were drowned in their houses or trying to reach

higher ground and one child was crushed by the £raients of its

home as it was being handed to its mother who had taken refuge

in a tree The few two—story houses mostly stood firm, one

giving shelter to fifty people0 The loss of life might have

been greater if boats had not been got out at once to take peo

ple to safety The London fire-bells rang for hours, so that

when the South Branch rose, hate’ in the morning the alarm had

already been givsn. No lives were lost in that auartci, al

though six acres of land disappeared completely from above

Clarke’s Bridge, leaving only a bed of fresh gravel0 With the

soil went five houses, their stables and sheds and all their

contents. e other flats on this branch were swept also

Eighteen people were killed in all, including several children,

and a great number lost all their possessions, The flats

downstream were strewn with trunks, furniture and the wreckage

of houses



London West from the Court House, July, 1883.

From Illosiroted Loodoo’, 1 897

Detroit News Picture

London West from the foot of Curling Street, April, 1937.
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Thunderstorms in Logan Township and near

Fullarton on the 12th must havo prolonged the flood at London.

The North Branch flooded flats in that area, destroying fences

and hay. Otherwise the area of destruction did not extend

much above Thorndale on the North Branch or above Ingersoll on

the South Branch0 At Thorndale the mill daia burst and some

houses and a church were moved :erom their foundations0 The

bridges from Spi’ingbank to Delaware were broken by the steam

ship Princess Louise as it was swept down to the Delaware

flats, where it cane to rest a complete wreck Crops on the

flats were damaged as far down as Chatham. At Chatham the

debris broke the railway bridge but the flooding in the town

was not as serious as in 1B66

I was tre unexpected and appalJang force of this

spate that distinguished it frcn all others0 The height of

water on the South Branch (13 feet) had been eçualled by

former floodsQ On the North Branch the height was greater,

since it was swollen by the contents of mill dams at Thorndale

and elsewhere The height over the waterworks dam at Spring—

bank (12 foot 11 inches) was to remain the highest for fifty

years or more.

There was another sudden and heavy flood at

Mitchell on August l9, :L883 caused ‘y the same storm that

produced. severe floods on the Nith and other rivers0 But this

storm missed most cf the watershed and was not felt at Stratford

and St0 Marys

After such a catastrophe it is not surprising

to learn that some families abandoned Kensington altogether.

That autumn the suburb was reported (probably with some

exaggeration) to be half deserted. But it has always been

* One of two pleasure boats of some size, plying between
London and Springbank Park on the reach of deep water
formed by the watorwork dam0 These steamers a’e men
tioned in the accounts of some later floods0



found impossible to abandon a site, once it has been occupied

as a town, and the remainder of the population of Kensington

preferred to organize measures of protection rather than to

abandon their projerty They were kept on the alert from

February 20 to March 1885, by an ice jam in the river

which caused s±jght flo is on both hranches Some families

moved out with their furniture but in the end the ice went

out without more flooding

Public reetjns were called and the London Jater—

works dam was fixed u-con as a scapegcat Threats to destroy

it were uttered and this issue was not settled for some years0

In the meantime a dike of earth and timber was erected on the

west bank of the North Branch and for some distance below the

forks, in the autumn o:e i885 The river had again flooded part

of Kensington in the previous cpril. The dike or break water”

was finished by winter and withstood the freshet of 1886 fairly

well Some of the new fill collapsed and the baseball ground

was flooded; hut between 1886 and 1893, the dike protected

West London from three freshets, all of which did damage else

where.

nother of the very severe floods on the Thames

took place in l898 This flood was heavy on both branches;

St. Ma.rys was flooded to a greater degree than in many previous

years”. Ajl the flats on the South Branch were under waterQ

West London was not seriously threatened at first, though the

emban}anent was leaking aid people were warned to leave They

were slow in doing so, as it was fifteen years since the great

flood and the water was rising slowly. ter a sharp rise

occurred on March 13 , eighty feet of the dyke suddenly

collapsed. The water rushed in with great force, cutting off

those who had delayed in their houses, dispersing a large crowd

of onlookers, and forcing. the Mayor to scramble onto the roof

of the carriage in which he was drivingD No lives were lost,

and in fact, no one was in danger Boats took off the people
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From Illostrated London’, 1897

London West from Kent Street, showing flood dy/a’, 1897. The dam in 1/ic frreground ,,iust

have increased the endcncy to ice jams.

Cody News Service, London, Canada

London West Breakwater from Blackfriars Bridge, 1945.
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who were still in their houses, and the interiors of the houses

were a good deal damaged by water. The flood was the highest

since 1883q The reports in ome Toronto papers were so ex—

aggerated that the local patriotism of the Lor.doners was

aroused and from this date a tendency to minimize the flood

nuisance is noticeahle

As in l86. this flood was much more severe at

Chathwn than eisewhere There had been very heavy rain, but

the ice on Lake StQ Clair was still solid. These factors,

combined with a strong :est wind, raised the water at Chatham

to about eighteen feet above normal (17 feet 4 inches on March

16 L This was the worst flood in this area since 1868Q

Chatham was in darkness as the power Plant and the gas mains

were flooded. A large part of the town was under water. “The

country to the east was flooded “for miles” as was all the

low around below the city, The loss in Chatham was put at

$54C00 It is noted that tb.e water was a “muddy yellow colour”,

the first time this is recorded since 1792, though probably

not the first time it had occurred The flood of 1899 was

nearly as hign as the year before out no special circumstances

at London cr Ohatham aggravated its effects The river rose

“eleven feet in four hcuis”, flooded the flats on the South

Branch and broke the dean at Springbank. The West London dike

was still “hard frozen,” so that this suburb escaped.

1900—1919

In three of the first four years of this century

heavy floods did damage in various parts of the watershed and

caused anxiety at London, No serious damage occurred there2

however, until the flood of March 19043 This proved to be

one of the most aevere3 Most of the ice on the North Branch

went out without doing ar!:’r harm, hut an ice jam at StQ Marys

broke at four—thirty p0m0 on March 25. The flood came down

the North Branch with “terrific speed”3 The South Branch broke

up about the same time and by 11:00 pm the flood on this
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Erar±ch was “something tremendous” All the low ground in that

section was flooded several feet deep,, The breakwater pro

tecting ‘Jest London was patrolled all night0 It was streng

thened with sacks of sand and until sfter midnight it seemed

to be holdingQ At 1 :00 p.m. on Marsh 26 “those people who

had gone to rest (in VIest London) were awakened by a horeeman

galloping furiously through the streets shouting that the

breakwater had given way1’ “Women deserted the houses . in

five minutes”, but the men “remained to place chairs under

pianos” and take other steps to protect their goods. The water

flowed over the dike as well as t1rough the breaks The base

ball ground was soon under cia feet of wa.ter A young man,

who had gone out in a canoe to help ta1o people off from the

houses, was upseb and dl’ovaied3 Ten feet six inches was the

high mark over the Springbaik dam- the highest since 1883. The

flood started a fire at Woodstock by wetting lime in a shad at

a furniture factory. Thsrnesville was completely flooded and at

Chathani the flood was the highest since 18983

The river dropped on the 28th, but tile next day

came reports that “up north the woods are full of snow and the

creeks janmied with ice” The ground was still frozen, so

another flood was expected It came on April 1 and 2, the

river rising twelve feet0 The repaired dikes held and there

were no serious consequences at London0

As a result of this series o± floods, the dikes

were lengthened and rebuilt in l905 For the next twenty—five

years, although other parts of London and of the watershed

suffered several times, West London escaped with only some

alarms of floods

The floods between 1909 and 1929 were rendered

more serious by ice jams that sometimes turned moderately

heavy floods on the upper river into severe ones at Chatham

and below0 This happened in 1910, when a five-mile ice ji
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at Prairie Siding backed up the water for three dayc and

rlooded the city id iai1s of the low ground0 Farmers suffered

heavily and. there was serious damage to the railway, estimated

at 40,000 The situation was very similar in 1912, 1916 and

1920, but in 1912 the flooding was more widespread on the

upper watershed and below Chatham somewhat less so than in 19l0

The breauo in 1912 was accompanied by heavy

rains0 The Thames was more than ten feet above normal at

Chatham on April 1, On the 2nd. the river had risen to

fifteen feet and the country above and below Chatham was

flooded. An ice jam, two miles long, formed at Prairie Siding0

By the fourth of April the water had reached 16 feet 7 inches

above 7high water mark at Chatham, and. wide stretches of

country were under water front the river s mouth to above Kent

Bridge0 The flood was ‘the highest since 19O4 and took some

days to subside0 Severe flooding on the North Branch caused.

serious damage in Mitchell, Stratford and St. Marys, forcing

mills, factories and quarries to shut down and sweeping away

dams and bridges over much of Perth County,, A severe flood

was expected in London, but the damage there was not serious0

The North Branch flooded again in the fciloVing

Janiary, doing serious damage near St0 Marys and causing ice

jams above Broughdale, The arch flood of 1913., however, was

rnos serious on the South Branch, especially near Ingersoll.

The soutiern flats at London were not protected by d.ihes and.

were badly flooded. 2-ia waterworks dam at Sringhank broke

on March 30 as the result of the freshets.

Again in 1918, the floods coiered parts of

London not protected by the main dike The flooding was

chiefly along the South Branch, where the river flooded the

gasworks and put out a fire which had burned f or five weeks under

the CPR0 tracks
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Ilroughdale, Ilighivay iVo. 4. during the Thames River flood, 1937.
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The heavy flood of 1929 was chiefly felt in

North London which was growing into a populous suburb0 There

was a serious ice jam on the North Branch in that neighbourhood.

The water was said to be higher there than at any time since

1883. The 1est London Dike was pierced near Douglas Avenue,

but it was quickly repaired and little harm was done.

In 1930 the water in -the Thames was above normal

height through most of Ianuary and-February. The mean öis—

charges f or both months were exceptionally high arid, though no

very unusual peaLs were reached on eicher branch, several

freshets occurred Ice conditions turned some of these into

severe or heavy floods above Chatham, Thero was flooding at

Woodstock on Janury 8, The river rose and fell several

tines in the following weehs without serious flooding, It was

rislng once more at Chatham on February 21, but it was not

till February 23 that heavy flooding took place at Stratford,

St Marx’s and Ingc;rsoI1 and on the unprotected flats o:b London,

This flood was over on the upper part of both branches by the

25th, but at London both branches were still rising six inches

an hour0 Tharnesiille was now comoletoly cut off from any form

of comnunication encopt by teleprcne and there was four feet

of water on Highwe No 2 in that vicinity At Chatham the

flood was thought to be ‘posib1y the highest since l904, The

slow rise had reduoed the damage in that city and below Chatham

the flooding was rot increased ‘cy ice jams

In March 1935 heavy freshets on both branches

caused a rise of 17 feet at the Dcuglas Avenue gauge In London,

but because there was little ice no serious flooding ocourred

In 1936 an ice jam at Prairie Siding again turned a moderate

freshet into a serious flood below Chatham, but on the whole

the Thames Watershed suffered less than the rest of the Pro

vince in l93fL
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The great flood that visited the Thames

Watershed on pri1 26-30, 1937. still remains the highest on

record and, as regards destruction of property, is probably the

most severe since the watershed was settled, it was caused

by heavy and prolonged rains, The snow had melted completely

and it is believed that the frost was out of the ground, A

flood after the first thaw has melted the snow is not uncommon

on the The two most disastrous floods since l00 took

place without Snow to increase the run—off, when the ground.

thoui sodden, was not frozen and when the river was free from

I ce.

The rainfall at London up to April 21 had been

only slightly aboe normal for the district. But during the

next week 5,40 inches of rain fell at London as against a

normal or average rainfall of ,53 inches, an excess of almost

five inches above normal. The following table shows the daily

rainfall and temperatures at London from pril 21 to Lri1 27,

1937.

PCIPITATI ON ]fiD IEMERATUF
AT LOb DOb, RIL 21 -27, 193?

Precipitation
Date

—---- -

i Total from Normal Total

Inches April i from April 1 High Low

April 21 - 2,26 1.86 54

Ajril 22 1.40 3q66 1c9 42 42

April 23 O4 3,70 2,04 34

April 24 - 3?O 2l4 42 36

April 25 .20 39O
April 26 L82 5,72 2,32 I 46 38

April 27 2,02 7,74 2.42 40 32

These figures indicate the general conditiDns

for the upper watershed, but it should be added that the

general average for South—western Ontario was 5,48 inches

for the period - identical with that of London,

J
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Part of IVest Lonthut, Ontario, during the flood of the Thames River, April, 1937.
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The flood at London began on April 26, hoii the

North Branch rose 15 feet at Fanehawe in a few hours. The flats

on this branch. with the suburb of Ea’oughdale and a part of

North London,were all flooded. At Broughdale the water was

running over the highway on both sides of the bridge, more than

18 inches deep and with a strong current The flood overtopped

the West London dikes, spreading over a wider area than in any

flood since the djkes had been rebuilt in 1905. ‘The depth of

water in West London, however, does not. appear to have been

as greet as n some past floods, pos±Dly becau9e the dikes

kept more water in the bed of the rivera Depths of about ten

feet over considerable areas and lasting for some time are

reported in December l?5 and July L8830 ihi1e there ma be

some exaggeration in these reports, nothing approaching this

was reported in 193? and figures of the height of water at

Walnut Street and Wharnoliffe Road at simil stages of the

floods of 1888, 1904 and 193? cenfirrn the impression that the

water in 195? was less deep within the djke0 The lower depth

limited the danger but hardly reduced the loss and inconvenience.

The North Branch fell quickly, going down more than two feet

before midnight of the 26th

En the meantime the South Branch had risen 13

feet 9 inches at Ealing, and continued to rise for some hours

after the North Branch had fal1en€ During the norning of

April 2? it reached the record height of 21 feet 6 inches

above mean summer flow at Ealing. continuing at nearly the

same height till afternoon, Because the high ground is closer

to the river on the South Branch, the areas flooded there in

193? were much the same as in former floods, but the water in

many places was deeper than in West LondonQ

At the Douglas Avenue gauge, just below the

confluence, the combined floods reached l719 feet above the

bottom of the gauge, or about 23 feet abcve normal summer

level with the Springbank dam closed’ (slightly lower than mean
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summer flow)0 The maximum rise in Tu1y 1883 was said (in

1937) to have been “within three feet” of this and therefore

over twenty feet0 The height on the South Branch (at Wellington

Street) in that flood was 13 feet abcve “normal flow” and the

North Branch rose much higher than the South Branch0 The heights

reported “at London” in 1883 and in the floods of 1875—4 were

probably measured fairly accurately at some fixed point, but

since the height of “normal flow” is unknown, it is difficult

tD compare them to gauge readings made since l928 In 1685

“normal” below the confluence was probably close to 752 feet

above sea level, given as the presenb normal sumner level

with the Springbank darn closed, but bef ore the dani was built

in 1877 it may well have been somewhat lower. After 18?? the

floods were usually measured by the height of water over the’

Springbank dam. making it still raore difficult to make com

parisons with gauge readings near the confluence The height

of the rise at Douglas Avenue in some floods between 1928 and

1938 is given below, with the rise in some earlier floods added

for comparison, though these earlier figures can only be re

garded as approtimations0

Year Douglas Avenue_Gauge Year At London”

1928 l887 feet. 1873 (Apr0) 17 feet
1873 (Dec4) 18 ‘

1935 l698 “ 1874 (Jan,) over 18 “

1936 14.73 u

1937 2319 “ 1883 (Jhly) ,? 20 “

1938 9050 “

ccw’

Flood dsmage in London was very heavy,) Nearly

8 per cent of the area of the city was flooded, 545 acres in

all. The population o± the flooded areas was 4,184 or 5.5

per cent of the total population of 76424. By far the

greater part of the 10?5 buildings affected were private

houses, mostly of small or medium size On 762 of these

houses the City granted a reduction of 10 r cont oi LsnisrI1Jnt,
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atotaireduction of l6S,000, The total assessments in the

flooded areas amounted to 2,58,635 3 per cent of the total

assessment in the city The 10 per cent reduction granted on more

than r/Qperceflt of residential property was probably close to

the average depreciation from flood in such cases, but in the

case of the very few industrial properties flooded the depre

ciation was probably leSS in proportion to their much greater

assessment Even so the damage to real property and to buildings

was probably more than 250,000 The amount of damage to the

contents of the buildings and to other movable prorerty is

more difficult to estimate. It was certainly more than double

the depreciation of real estate and the total private loss in

London may be placed close to 800,000

The damage to Ciby propcrty was also very heavy,

The City Engineer’s Department spent 94,400 as a direct result

of the flood, exclusive of the damage to the Wellington Street

Bridge and the cost of raising the dikes and building new ones

on the South Branoh, The Wellington Street Bridge was con

sidered to be nearly obsolete and the damage was estimated at

only l0,000 The bridge was rebuirb in 1938 at a cost of

3l08;655 so that this estimate of flood damage is possibly too

low, More than 27,600 was expended on the dikes between 193?

and 1945, chiefly as a result of the ficd of l93?

Besides the actual damage to property the City

had other expenses as a result of the flood0 No estimate has

been received ‘of the amount expended by the City on direct

relief, The Canadian Red Cross reports 222425 spent in

London and the vicinity in assisting flood sufferers and in rern

habiljtatjon, Most of the inhabitants of the flooded areas were

temporarily homeless Since the flood occurred in a time of

business depression, many families ware in no position to meet

such a loss without help. No houses were destroyed and no loss

of life is reported from London0 The danger was lessened by

the fact that the flood was at its worst during the day and that

there was no sudden failure of the dikes
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There was heavy damage to roads and bridges

throughout the watershed above Thamesville. Oxford County spent

$38,914 on repairing or replacing 12 bridges, besides $5,000

on fill, The cost to the Counties of Xiddlesex and Perth was

not so great, but may be estimated at a total of between $10,000

and $15,000. Dorchester North, Oxford ilest, Nissouri West and

Downie lbwnships report items of damage to bridges ranging

from $500 to $3,000 and totalling 37,500. The damage in London

lbwnship was probably more serious than in any of these and

may have approached the total figure for the four. The remain

ing townships suffered less severely.

Most of the towns in the Upper Watershed are so

situated that they are Uttle exposed to floods on the mnin

streams0 In almst every case, except at St. Marys, the

greater part of the damage was done by smaller creeks. Even

at St. Marys a large part of the loss was caused by the flooding

of 1eout Creek. The Canadian Pacific Railway line was damaged

below the Junction of the two streams. The damage to public

property in St. Marys was estimated at $1,500.

At Stratford the flood on the Avon washed out

the darn of the lake in the centre of the town, causing $1,500.

damage • The damage to private property was chiefly caused by

Erie Creek, a small stream, now flowing underground through part

of the town. The culvert on this stream was blocked by debris

and the water backed up and spread over a low area near the

centre of the city.

Woodstock suffered 800 domogu to public

property. The private loss was estimated at not more than

$1,200 , but this estimate is possibly too low. Here again

it was the flooding of Cedar Creek which caused most damage.

Various industries are situated along Cedar Creek and some

public park lands there were flooded • Only a mnnl 1 amount of

residential property was affected.
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The milidairi and the highway bridge at Thames—

ford were injured and a dam at Embro was broken0 This is one

of the very few definite records of flood damage on the Middle

Branch0 Floods have occurred on this branch at various times,

but owing to local conditions they did less damage than else

where and there is much less information available regarding

these floods

The Canadian Natiollal Railway line between

Woodstock and Ingersoll was irundated and a washout wrecked a

train and interrupted traffic for a considerable tirne The

quarries near Beachviile were flooded and very large estimates

have been received of the damage here and to the industrial

plants near Lager ccli , In Lager soil the factories near the

river were the chief sufferers and the damage to private

property within the limits was estimated soon after the flood

at 25OOO This estimate was possibly over—optimistic0

Damage to public property in Ingersoll was placed at lO,OOO,

without reckoning the cost of the bridge, which was considered

to be obsolete0 The replacement of this bridge cost the

town e27,000 and the Ontario Department of Highways spent

4;OOO on a temporary hride0 Some part of the cost of the

bridge should be added to flood costs0

Eelcw London the fiats were all flooded more or

less Tbe whole village of Thaniesville was overflowed and all

access cut off except by boat and.. the Canadian National

Railway right-of-way Public property was damaged to the ex

tent of l,OOO. The Red Cross Society spent some ll82

for rehabilitation in the village aid vicinity0

The flood took sixty hours to travel from London

to Chatham, compared with about seventy—two hours in l865

The flood crests reached Chatham on the 29th and 30th of April,

so that the city had some warning in advance that a severe

flood might ba expected. The rainfall at Chathain had been

only about two inches as against nearly six inches in London.
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This fact may have led the inhabitants of Chatham to under

estimate the probable height of the flood. Otherwise, it would

have been possible to reduce the amount of loss by removing

more of the threatened property.

The oeak elevation of the flood at Chatham was

19 feet 8 inches in i937 In 1868 it reached approximately

19 feet and. in 1893 about 18 feet The latter figures appear

to he definite measurements like those taken at Springbank

after 1877, and not merely estimates as are all the early

elevations given at London. Nevertheless it is not possible to

make accurate comparisois with the records of the flood of 1937.

Local conditions have ot.anaed too much Th the interval Taking

into consideration;, however, all the available information, it

would appear that the flood of 1937 did not surpass all its

predecessors to quite the extent that has been believed, except

as regards the amount of damage to property.

No figures have been received for the expense

resulting from railway washouts in the Thames area in 1937

or from interruption of traffic. It was not possible to isolate

expenses resulting from the flooding of Provincial highways,

with the consequent extra patrolling and rerouting of traffic;

the temporary bridge at Ingersoll was the only item reported

The Hydro—Electrie Power Commission report lOO,OOO damage to

their property in the London division, Some part of this

occurred outside the Thames Watershed, but the domage caused by

the Thames and. its tributaries may perhaps account for 50—60

per cent of this tot al.

The total expenditures of the Red Cross on relief

and rehabilitation are given as follows:

London and vicinity-. 22242OO
Themesville and vicinity 1,182.55
Chatham and vicinity 4,32O4O
Stratford and vicinity 85.00

Total 228,0l2.95



F/oiib’d 1)0110111 land along tlu’ TilainI’s. hay 19th, 1945.

Cattle marooned by the flooded Thames, May 17th, 1945.
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From the information available the cost of

damage to public property ot various kinds may be conservatively

estimated at more than 350,30O, without reckoning the damage

to railway property. The damage to private property cannot he

easily estimated, but in the cities, towns and villages and

their immediate vicinity it would apoear to have been in the

neighbourhood of l,25Q,000. ‘Jhen the cost of the damage to

farm property and the sums expended on relief and incidental

expenses are added, the total cost of the flood of 193’? can

have been little short of p2,000,000.

The next two years produced no serious flooding,

but in April, 1940, the river twice rose 15 feet above summer

flow at Douglas Avenue in London. On the night of April

8-g, St. Marys was flooded almost as seriously as in l93’7 Most

of the stores in the business section suffered, but precautions

reduced the damage to some extent The ice had not yet gone

out at Mitchell and this second rise caured alarm at London,

Families moved out of London west and firemen were alerted for

rescue vjork. Parts of Adelaide Street and of No 4 Highway

were under water. The ice did some damage at Mitchel1 but

elsewhere the expected rise did not take place and flooding on

the rest of the watershed was not exceptional.

The erring floods of the next seven years were

not remarkable, though the sudden rise on the North Branch in

March, 1943, caused alarm in Broughdale and West London and did

some damage to the Breakwater.. In 1941 the freshet had risen

less than six feet at Douglas Avenue This happened again in

1944, when Chatharn reported the lowest level in 2’? years.

Nevertheless some damage took place at Mitchell in that freshet,

In 1945, after an unimportant freshet in March, heavy and pro

longed rains raised the river to eleven feet above summer flow

at London by May l8 This was too low to cause much flooding

in the towns, though an aerial photograph of Mitchell shows

areas flooded near the dam It wcs more than sufficient to
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overflow flats along the river, daging crops, ]narOoning cattle

and flooding farm bui1dings. The following year the March flood.

rose higher, and caused some trouble and inconvenience, but more

serious damage was done by the flooding of the low land near the

mouth of the river after heavy rains in the first half of June

Farmers in Dover, Raleigh and Tilbury Townships suffered heavy

loss of crops between June 17 and June 21, although no

notable rise occurred on the upper river.

The April flood of 1947 was considered at the

time -be equal or surpass that of 1937, However, it was only

below London that the water rose to near the seine height. The

flood may be said to have lasted from March 25 to April 9,

at least below Thanesvi1le; for ,though there were distinct

peaks, there was little relief for the flooded areas. The first

rise at London on March 25 caused little flooding, but by the

28th there was high water at Chatham and wide flooding near the

mouth of the river. By the 30th 50O0 acres were flooded in

Dover Township. The flooded areas were increased by April 5,

when there was 12 feet of flood water at Chathaia and cellars

were flooded,, The village of Thamesville was completely flooded

and reported twenty feet of water in the river, There had been

flooding on both branches at London, at St0 Marys and on No 2

highway near DelawareQ The flood had not yet reached its hoight

Stratford was partly flooded on the 6th and the water at Douglas

Avenue in London reached its peak of 208 feet above summer flow.

West London was temporarily evacuated and the dikes reinforced

with sandbags The flooding here was not sericus It was 7
rather worse in some areas on the South Branch, In all about

150 houses and some factories suffered serious flooding. The

private loss did not approach that in l937 The City spent

*11,600 as a direct result of this flood and in the next 9 or

10 months expended B6O69 on improving the dikes and building

new ones.
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On the rest of the upper watershed the damage to

private property was at least as great in l9I7 as in 1937,

Less public loss was reported, though the items obtained repre

sent only part of the totaL From Thamesville down the loss

was probably greater in this flood. Some houses near MacGregor

Creek in Chatham had four feet of water in their ground floors.

The flooded area below Chatham was immense, highways were

blocked, farmers were forced to move their families and stock

and the spring plantings seriously delayed0 Loss of soil by

erosion, always serious in the floods of this region, was

especially heavy It seems likely that the total flood cost on

the Thames amounted to more than l,OOO,OOO, excluding the cost

of the new dikes at, London

The flood of March, 194, lasted about five days

and repeated many of the details of l947 The height of the

rise was nowhere so great as in the previous April and the

Thames Watershed suffered less than some other areas in Western

Ontario. Nevertheless, the cost of the flood was probably

equal to that of l947 There was flooding at Mitchell, Stratford

and St Marys; at Woodstcck, Beachville, Ingersoll and London;

and from Tharneeville to Chatham0 From Chatham down the flood

was increased by a heavy rainstorm and by a large ice jam at

Prairie Siding The area flooded was not so great as in 1947

and the flood came at a more seasonable time and did not inter-•

fere so much with the planting. There was considerable private

loss at Chatham and. relatively heavy loss in and around Thames—

yule. At London the improved dikes kept down the flooding and

private loss was light,. However, the City spent considerable

sums on flood control and river clean-up in l94

Heavy private loss was again reported from the

Beachville area, but the flood appears to have been worse on the

North Branche Mitchell reported 2O,OOC private loss and the

damage to private property a St. Marys was above average.

Repair or replacement (in 2 cases) of 7 bridges in Perth County
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cost the municipalities concerned more than $45,000 and about

36,000 of this may certainly be set down as flood cost. There

was further damage to municipal property at MitchelL In the

remaining townships and in the other counties damage was equal

to or above average for the oast twenty—five years. In sonic

oases 1948 is considered to ran.c with 193’? as the two worst

years of fJood within that oeriod,

During the past three years several freshets and

floods have been reported from the Thames, None of these have

been major floods, though the floods of December, 1949 and

April, 1950, may be ranked as severe. A number of items of

flood cost have been reported from different parts of the water

shed, both public and private damage0 No one freshet has produced

a great amount of damage, but the totals are larger than might

be supposed, There is fortunately evidence that the expenditures

on protective works and the improvement of bridges etc0 are

already reducing the amounb of flood damage and it is to be

hoped that before another major flood occurs on the Thames a

large measure of flood control will have been established and

that the long story of danger, inconvenience and loss may be

brought to an end0

/

\
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T.ABIE OF R CORDED FIB ODS JND FRE SHE T S
ON THE_THAS

l’792 - 1950

1792 - He fore April 28, David Zei sbe rge r’ S
Diary for April 26, April 29 and
May l, 1792,
Ir 17 and June 0, Zeisberger for
these dates0
Sharp freshets,

March 16—19 Zeis1Derger. Heavy
_c, -3
iOOu,.

November 6-. Sharp fresliet,

1794 - March 1L-14, Zeisberger, Sharp
fre shet.

1795 - March_25. Zeisberger. Sharp
freshet,
October 11-18, Zeisberger, October
l8, Severe flood.

1797 - March 16-17, Zeisberger, Sharp
i’reshet.

1798 — March27, Zeisberger. Sharp
freshet.
March 30 - ArjrilS, Zeisberger for
these dates. Very severe flood.

1800 - April 3-9 Hambly’s survey diary,
Oxford and Dorchester Townships.
Severe.

1804 - September 13-18, Hainbly’s survey
diary, returning from survey of the
Sydenham River. Below Chatham.
Severe,

1830 Spring. Sharp freshet or heavy
flood0

1836 rj1_9, ]oudfoot Diaries.
Bridge over Rhodes’ mill dam carried
away.

1837 -- Spring. Manuscript reports of road
comniissioners, Dam being built at
Stratford damaged3

1843 - April 14-l6, James Cull’s report
on bridges, letters in London Herald
for April 22, Xjlworth and Delaware
bridges broken. ?Gardiner?s Dam in
Mosa broken3 Four people drowned,

1846 - March 13 - april 4, Gunn Diaries
(copies in Ontario Archives), Severe,

1647 - JanuaL2-.l2. C-urn Diaries. Heavy
flood. April8-103 C-mn Diaries0
Severe

1851 - February 21-22. Canadian Free Press
TLondon CWj for February 21 and 28,
Bridges and dams broken0
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1852 - March_14. Canadian r3e Press
(LondozTF for March 18. Bridges and
dams broken,

1856 - Apjl_9-11,. london Feee Press and
Daily Western Advertiser for April 10,
14 and 18; Ingersoll Chronicle for
April 12. Five thousand dollars
damage at Ingersoll, Clark’s bridge
damaged and Hunt’s mill dam destroyed
at london.

185’7 - February_6 and 7. London Free Press,
February 10.
Toronto Globe and Leader, February 11.
St0 Larys Weekly Argus, February 12.
Toronto Leader, February 21, uotes
Chatham Planet, Severe.

1858 March_16-1?. St Liarys Weekly Argus
for March 18, Heavy flood from
Mitchell to St, Marys.

1860 - February 24, Toronto Leader for
Toronto 25, Sharp freshet. Dam
destroyed at London.

1861 - March 1—2, ndon Free Press for
March 4 and 7. Toronto Loader,
March 58andll, St Marys Argus
March 7 Sutherland Diaries (mbrol,
March 1 and 2, Severe,

1865 - March 17-2O London Prototype for
March 1.3. Chatham Planet, March 20,
Toronto Leader, March 20, 22 and 25.,
Sutherland Diaries (Embro), March 20,
Severe,,

1867 - February 14-17. London Free Press,
February 15. Severe.

1863 - March_13-1?. Toronto Globe, March
13, 14 and 1?. North Middlesex
Review Mar oh 20 and 27, Very severe
at Chatharn,

1869 - March 29. Toronto Globe, March 3l
Sharr freshet,
p41 18-19, Toronto Globe, April 20.
Heavy flood at Stratford,
July 25, Toronto Globe, July 26
Woodstock Times, July 26. Sharp
freshet at Stratford and below St,
Marys.

1873 - Auil7-l0, Toronto Globe, April 9,
10, 11 and 19, St, Marys Argus,
April 24. Sutherland Diaries (Embro),
April Severe.,
December 4. Toronto Globe for
December 6 and 11, Severe.

1874 - Janua22-23, Sutherland Diaries
(Embro), January 22, Toronto Globe,
January 26 and 28 Very severe,

1875 - March 31 - April 2, Toronto Globe,
April 1 2 and 3. Sutherland Diaries
(-2mbro), April 1. St. Marys Argus,
April 8. Heavy flood,
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1878 - Febru.v_22, Toronto papers for
February 23. Sutherland Diaries
(Embro)5 February 23. :3harp froshet
at London0 March J St larys
rgus for March 21. Sharp freshet
cn North Branch and Trout Creek
Septembe:r 13. Toronto Globe,
September l4 Sharp freshet at London0

1881 - February 12. Toronto papers for
February 14. Sharp freshet with ice
jams, March 17—21. St. Liarys Argus
for March 17 Toionto Uobe for
March 22, heavy flood at St. Marys and
at Ohatham. April 8-12. St0 Marys
Argus for April l4. Sharp freshet on
North Branch and Trout Creek0

1883 - April 10-13. Toronto Daily Liall for
April 7, 11 and 14, &vere flood.
uly1O-JJ. Toronto Globe for July
12 and 16; Toronto Daily Mail for
July 6, 12 and 17, and August 1;
london papers for July 11 et secj
Suiherland Diaries (Embro) UL 7,
Very severe flood in London district.

1884 - February 21 - March 21. Toronto Daily
Mail for February 21, 2, March 129 14,
20 and 22. St. Marys Argus, March 27.
Heavy flood on February 21, Ice jam
on North Branch and. below Forks till
March 21.

1885 -. April 7, 8. Toronto Daily Mail for
April 9. Heavy flood.

1886 - Januery 4-5. Toronto Daily Hail
for January 6 Heavy flood, March
20, St Marys Argus, March 25.
Sharp freshet.

180? -. January_20-26, St. Marys Argus,
3aauary 27. Heavy flood on the North
Branch, April 3. Toronto Globe for
April 5. Sharp freshet at Ingersoll
(four peorle drowned).

1889 - HayS], Toronto Globe for June 1.
1avy flood at London. (Same date as
Johnstown Flood’.

1890 - June 5 and 6. Toronto Mail for June 6
and 7. Sharp f re she t.

1891 - February 18-20. london Free Press
for February 18 and 23. Toronto
Iv1l, February 26. Heavy floods.

1893 - December_26, Toronto Globe for
December 2?, Heavy flood.

1898 -- March 15-13. london Free Press for
March 14 Toronto Globe for
March 14, 15, 16 and 1?, St. Marys
Acgus for March 1? and 24. Very
severe flood (especially at Chatham and
below)
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1899 - Febarr-27. London Free Press
for FobruE.r- 2 Severe flood,
i’,Iarch l2 Toronto Globe for March
13 and 14, Heavy flood0
April_l4 Toronto Globe for April
15, Sharp freshet at Chatham,,

1900 - February 8 nd 9, Toronto (‘lobe and
Mail for February 10.

February 11-14. Toronto Globe and
Mail fcr February 13 and 15. Heavy
flood at Chatham, Sharp freshet at London,
4ji9, Toronto Globe and Mail for
April 10, Sharp freshet at Chatham.

1901 - March 25-30. Toronto Globe and Iail
for March 26, 27, 28 and April 1,
Hear flood at London ard at Ingersoll.
December 14, Toronto Globe and Mail
for December 16, Sharp freshet at
London.

1902 — ach 1.,
Heavy floods

1903 - March 8-ll
11 and 12

1904 - rir 6-7
February 8.
iralub 2—9,
Globe, i/larch
eerere flood.

ch 31 - April 3

____

Severe flood,

1905 - March 24-27, Tonto Globe for
March 25, 27 and 28, Severe flood,

1906 - anuary 21-23. Toronto Globe for
Tanuary 22, 23. 24 and 25. Heavy
flood,
February 28, Toronto (‘lobe, Aarch
1 and 2, Sharp freshet (two men
drowned), li/arch 2’?-28 Toronto
Globe for Larch 28, 29 and April 2.
Heavy flood,

1907 - March 14. Toronto Globe for Larch 15,
Sharp freshet,

1909 - ebriary 23-24, Toronto Globe for
February 25; Toronto Mail and mpire

for February 26 Sharp freshet,

1910 Larch 2-i0 Toronto Globe for b/arch
3, 8 9, 10 and 11, Severe flood
below ChahaLn, lvarch 21, Toronto
Globe for Lorch 22 Sharp freshet.

±912 - ril 1-90 Toronto Globe for April
2-10. Severe floods below Louisville,

and in Perth County.

Toronto Globe for March 3

oronto Globe for March
Sharp freshet.

Toronto Globe for
Heavy flood,

London papers. Toronto
25, 26 and 28 Very

Ibid., April l-.
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1913 - January 16 -]9, London Free
Press for January 1. Toronto
Globe for January 20, Heavy
flood. March_13. Toronto Globe
for March it and 15. Heavy flood.
March25 - 26. Toronto Globe for
March 26 and 27, Severe flood.
.pril. Toronto Globe for April
24. Heavy fiood near Woodstock0

1916 — March 2 - 30 Toronto Mail and
Empire for i”arch 30 and 31, Severe
flood below Chatham (caused by an
ice jam).

l91 February 15 - 20. London Free Press
for February 15? 16, and 20. Toronto
Mail and Empire, February 15, i6, and
21. Severe flood.
March 29. Toronto Mail and Empire,
March 30. Heavy flood,

1920 - March 12 2l, Toronto Globe for
March 13 22, Severe fiod below
Chatham.

1925 March 1 — 19, Tcronto Globe for
Narch 20, Severe flood at Woodstock.

1926 - March 22 —_, Toronto Mail and
Empire for March 24, Severe flood
at Woodstock.

l92 - March 25. Toronto Mail and Empire
for March 26, Sharp freshet.

1929 JanuaryJ
— 9. -Toronto Globe

for January 21. harp freshet.
March 13 - iE. London Free Press
for March 1)4., 15, and 1. Toronto
Globe, March 15, l, and 19.
Severe flood on North Branch.
pri1_7. Toronto Mail and Empire
for April 6 and . Sharp freshet,

1930 - Januar 7 -
, Toronto Globe

for January ). Heavy flood.
February 23. Toronto Globe for
February 24 - 25. Heavy flood,
February 25 - 26 Ibid.. for
February 27. Severe flood
(especially at Thamesvilie and
below).

1932 - January 6. Toronto Globe for January
7. Sharp freshet.
December 27. Toronto Globe for
December 2, Sharp freshet,

1934 — March 2
- 5, Toronto Globe for

March 3, 5 6 and 7. Sharp freshet.

1936 — March 13 — 15, Toronto Mail and Empir
for March 14, l6 and 1?. Severe fiood

1937 - Jam o’zy.J’. Toronto Globe and Mail for
January 15, harp freshet,
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lanury 25. Toronto Globe and Mail
for January 26. $aarp freshet.
Ajl26-30, Toronto Globe and Mail
for April 27, 28, 29, 30. London and
Chatham papers. Very severe flood.

1938 - Febuar_. Toronto Globe and
Mail for February 7 and 8. Severe
flood.

1939 - Auril 18. Toronto Globe and Mail
for øril 19. Sharr freshet.

1940 pi18. Toronto Globe and Mail for
L-pril 9, C,N,R, damage report.
5evere flood.

1942 - March18. Toronto Star for March 18.
Sharp freshet.

1943 - Larch 18., Toronto Globe and i.iail for
Larch 1?. Sharp freshet at london.
May 12, Toronto Globe and Mail for
May l3, Sharp i’reshet at London.
June 26, C4\T.R, damage report. Sharp
freshet west of london.

1945 l:avl8, Toronto Globe and Mail for
.:ay 19. C.1\;,R. damage report0
Heavy flood.

1946 - March 7. Toronto Globe and Mail for
March . Severe flood.
June 18 and 19. Toronto Globe and
Nail for June2O. Severe flood,

194? - March 25-30. Toronto Globe and Mail
for Larch 26,. 28. 29 and 31. Severe
flood. especiallr below Chatham.
Airil 5-10. Toronto Globe and Mail
for April 7 and 8, Toronto Telegram
for April 5, Toronto Star for April
5, 7, 8, 9 and 10. Chatham Daily
News for April 7,. C,.N.R, damage
report. Very severe flood.
June_. Toronto Globe and Mail for
June 3, Toronto Star for June 3.
Sharp freshet.

1948 - L1rch 16-21. Toronto Globe and Mail
for Larch 1?, 20, 22 and 2. Very
severe.

1949 - March l4.- 16, heavy flood.
December22_and 23. Toronto Globe
and 1iiail for Dece:ber 23. Toronto
Telegram for December 22 and 23.
Heavy flood at St. Marys and London.

1950 - La8. Toronto Globe and Mail
for March 29. Sharp fre shot at London.
April 4 and 5. Toronto Globe and
Mail for iri1 5 and 6. ieavy flood.

1951 - January 8-10, Toronto Globe and Mail
for January 8. Chatham Daily News
for Januarr 8, 9 and 10, Very
severe flood below Chatharn.



CHAPTER 3

POLL UT ION

The Thames River system drains large areas of

agricultural land and passes through many urban centres, It

has therefore a wide variety of uses, all of which should be

taken into account in any study of its sanitary aspects. The

watercourses not only function as drainage channels for

agricultural land, but also supply water for stock and in a

few places for irrigation. The river may also be required to

supply drinking water for municipal use and coolant and pro

cessing water for industry. It is expected to provide recreation

facilities such as swimming and boating, and to supply a sus

tained annual yield of fish, and cover and food for wildfowl.

Its valley should provide attractive scenery for parks and

playgrounds, At the present time the river also has to dilute

and remove large amounts of industrial wastes, milk wastes and

both treated and untreated domestic and municipal sewage. The

control of all these uses is therefore a very complex problem.

Polluted water may be classified according to

the source of the pollutant and the severity of its effects,

The chief sources of pollution are milk wastes (from creameries

and cheese factories), cattle droppings, sewage (both raw and

treatedt) and various industrial wastes. There is also a

group of substances such as fibre, sawdust and silt which are

not normally considered as pollutants, but which may render the

river bottom unsiitable for fish or unproductive of bottom fauna.

Pollution effects are of two kinds: those

affecting public health and those which are not a hazard to

human health hut which are offensive to people or harmful to

fish and other aquatic organisms0 The first type can usually

be measured by the concentration of an indicator organism

(the bacillus E. coil)0 The second type is measured in terms

1. Sewage effluents may be bacterially iroffensive but harmful
because of a too high chlorine content.



of poisonous compounds which may be introduced into the river

and in terms of oxygen depletion and the oxygen demand-,

The commonest type of pollution is that caused

by the discharge of wastes containing dissolved or suspended

organic compounds. Domestic sewage and most industrial wastes

are predominantly of this type. Certain bacteria and other

organisms cause the decomposition of thebe organic compounds by

consuming the organic solids and combining them with oxygen.

The resulting shortage of oxygen in the water is one of the

chief syrnptons of a polluted stream.

Biological decomposition of organic compounds

in the presence of dissolved oxygen in water is called aerobic

decomposition2. it finally results in the formation of com

pounds such as carbon dioxide, water, nitrates and suiphates.

Being comparatively stable, they exert no further demand for

oxygen, produce no foul odours, and do not cause septic con

ditions in the water. They do however fertilize the water and

stimulate the growth of plant and animal life in the strearn

Dense growths of green algae are normally a sign that the

stream. is recovering from organic pollution.

In the absence of dissolved oxygen in the water

7anaerobic decoposition” of organic wastes takes place. Oxygen

is then coxsumed from the organic materials and compounds remain

such as methane gas, hydrogen suiphide gas, ammonia arid others

having little or no oxygen, Many of these products have highly

disagreeable odours typical of polluted waters. Sometimes the

decomposition products are lethal to fish and other aquatic

organisms, but more often these die from inch of oxygen.

1. The B.O.D., or Biochemical Oxygen Demand, is a measure of the
oxygen that will be demanded by the material in the course of
its complete oxidation biochemically. It is determined
wholly by the availability of the material as a bacterial
food and by the amount of oxygen utilized by the bacteria
during its oxidation0

2. Proper treatment of sewage wastes should include two phases,
primary treatment (mechanical removal of most solids) and
secondary treatment (digestion of the remainder by aerobic
decomposition, as here described.
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Since the amount of oxygen water can dissolve

is so small’, sewage treatment facilities should be designed

to turn out an effluent that is already decomposed biologically

so that the streamTs oxygen reserves will not be called upon

to an appreciable degree for this purpose.

The types and abundance of both plant and

animal species in a stream provide an excellent measure of

the condition of the water. At the one extreme severely

polluted waters may contain extensive growths of gray-brown

fungi, vast numbers of scavenger types of bottom-feeding

organisms, a great bacterial population and little or no

dissolved oxygen At the other end of the scale clean waters

will support green algae, insect larvae snails, clams, game

fish and other organisms requiring abundant oxygen.

The time and distance required for recovery of

a pcl]uted stream depend on many factors, such as the temper

ature and volume of flow of the water, the type of pollutant

and its dilution, the amount of dissolved oxygen in te stream

at the polluting effluent, the type of stream bed and the types

of obstructions such as darns.

A full report on pollution on the Thames would

require that the following work be carried out:

(a) Bacterial plate counts at all points
suspected of bacterial pcllution, and
at regular space intervals in the
river’s course elsewhere.

(b) Measurement of the oxygen content in
bacterially polluted sections and
where industrial wastes enter the
river, with additional measurements
of the Biochemical Oxygen Demand
below sources of industrial and
bacterial pollution in order to
estimate the rate of recovery of
the river.,

(o) Assessment of pollution sources.

Time was not available during the 1950 conser

vation survey to collect samples for plate counts or to carry

1. Less than 20 parts cf oxygen per million parts of water
by weight
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out extensive B,OD. measurements. Plate counts and measure

ments of dissolved oxygen have in fact already been made both

by the Provincial Department of Health and under the auspices

of several cities and towns on the river. In i94 an extensive

bacterial survey was made of conditions in and near the city

of London, sponsored by the city1s Medical Officer of Health

and the University of Western Ontario. A survey of the chief

pollution sources outside the city of London was therefore

considered to be the most useful contribution which could be

made in 1950Q

1.

The chief sources of agricultural pollution are

the drainage from barnyards which are close to streams, and

direct pollution from cattle which are allowed access to the

river. The effects of these in the Thames are not severe,

although pollution from cattle was noted at 92 of 240 stations

on the river and it.s tributaries examined during the stream

survey described in the Wildlife section of this report.

Severe pollution by cattle is found only in the smaller

tributaries. This condition was found at 16 of 240 stations

visitedQ If there is permanent flow the tributary frequently

recovers to a fair quality a short distance down stream from

gross agricultural pollution, and the bacterial pollution in

such streams has no harmful effect unless the stream is to be

used for drinking or swimming. Elimination of agricultural

pollution from the streams of Southern Ontario does not appear

to be possible at the present time..

2 Urban Pollution

Urban pbflution includes the domestic sewage

of all the large munioipalities on the Upper Thames, including

London, Woodstock, Ingersoll, Stratford, St. Marys, Mitchell,

and from smaller centres such as Thorndale and Embro, together
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with wastes from commercial and industrial institutions in the

urban areas, whether or not. they are tied into any existing

sewage facilities

At the time of the survey (summer 1950) no

municipality on the Upper Thames Watershed possessed adequate

sewage disposal facilities. The cities of London, Woodstock,

Stratford and Ingersoll all operate disposal plants, but in

every case the facilities were overloaded, in need of repair

or by-passed in some degree. None of the smaller towns or

villages (Mitchell, St0 Marys, Embro, Beachville, Dorchester,

Tavistock) possessed sewage disposal facilities.

The stream most seriously polluted by municipali

ties along its course is the South Branch of the Thames, which

has often been described as an open sewer, The sewage plants

at Woodstock turn out an effluent that is little altered from

raw sewage with most of the solids removed,

The river has scarcely begun to recover from

the serious effects of this pollution before it receives a

further load from a large creamery at Beachville. By the time

the stream enters the city of Ingersoll it is again showing

signs of recovery, but here it receives a further setback.

It is very regrettab1i. that the Ingersoll sewage plant, which

is flow one o the most modern and efficient disposal p1ants

in Cand was not designed to take the wastes from the

creameries, cheese factories and other industrial plants ir

the town which still seriously pollute the river. There are

also still effluents reaching the river directly from the

residences and septic tanks not yet connected to the municipal

system -

On the North Branch and its tributaries,

industrial and sewage wastes reach the river at Stratford, St.

Marys and Mitchell. The City of Stratford operates a disposal

plant with activated sludge treatment,. The plant, when not

loaded beyond its capacity, is capable of turning out a very

clear effluent with a low oxygen demand, but the system is
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frequently overloaded. The Avon River flow is verylow in swieu

Industrial pollutants are also reported to be reaching the

river from various storm drains. These combined factors have

created septic conditions in the stream and this has interfered

with the use of the rater for agridultural purposes. The

Engineering Department of the City of Stratford has shown con

siderable initiative in its attempts to locate all possible

sources of pollution. Possible sources reported in the

Engineer’s Report for the year l9L9 were considered to he:

(a) Effluent from sludge storage
(b) Effluent from the treatment plant
(c) Storm overflows from both storm sewers and

sanitary sewers

The fact that there are many effluents into two

covered creeks complicates the problem. It is suggested that

the Provincial Department of Health might provide technical

help and equipment for making B.O.D. tests on the river and

creeks at Stratford. The report stated that 1This assistance

could not be obtained in l949. Ililk wastes increase the

pollution lower down the Avon. but a heavy growth of green

algae indicates a 1recovery zone reaching down to the con

fluence of the Avon and the Thames. Mitchell and St. i!Iarys

possess no sewage disposal facilities so that effluents from

industries (chiefly creameries) enter the streams directly.

It appeared that at least a few domestic outlets have been

connected into the towns? storm sewers.

Because of its size, the city of London is

potentially the most serious source of pollution on the

watershed, Large-scale disposal facilities have been in

operation for many years but these are now overloaded. In

addition, a number of suburban establishments were not

connected with existing disposal facilities at the time of

the survey.

If present plans are carried through to

completion London should cease to be a serious polluter of

the Thames. Specifications for enlarging and improving the
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present system have been drawn up; a good deal of this work

is now under way or has been completed since the survey was

made. The University of Western Ontario, formerly one of the

chief suburban offenders, is now connected into the cityTs

sewerage system, Once London has cleaned up its own pollution

problems it. will be in a better tactical position from which

to encourage other municipalities on the Thames iLiver to follow

its example,

3, Suburban Industrial Pollution

The most important stream polluters in the

suburban areas of the watershed are milk—products factories.

In a few cases (iiitchell, St ?iarys, Thorndale and other

communities of similar size) factories of this type also con

tribute to the municipal sewage load entering the streams,

but there are also twenty-four milk products factories scattered

through the agricultural lands of the watershed. Analysis of

the facilities for disposal of wash water and whey showed the

following result:

(a) Factories equipped with septic tanks
(some of these tanks were not in
usable condition) 14

(b) Factories equipped with settling bed
only (most of the beds were overloaded) 5

(0) Factories with no settling bed
(effluent passing directly to stream
or drain) 5

Of the 24. factories, 14 lac}’:ed adequate facilities

for dealing with fluid wastes. These 14, which are sources of

pollution, are plotted on the map Biological Conditions of

Streams in the Wildlife section of this report.

Milk—products wastes are of two types: (1)

washings from milk cans and processing machinery, and (2)

waste products of the factory, such as whey and buttermilk.

Creameries are concerned with butter manufacture.

The most important creamery wastes are can and tank washings,

drainage and washinge from pipe lines, separators, churns,
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storage tanks and other equipment, skim milk and buttermilk.

These frequently are allowed to enter streams and are a most

objectionable source of pollution.

In cheese factories the effluent varies

according to the variety of cheese oroduced, In general,

rennet, acid or some other souring agents are added to the

milk in the cheese vats and a separation of the casein in

the form of a curd results, When the whey has been processed

and drawn the cheese is washed several times with running

water. The chief wastes from these processes are the usual

can and equipment washings, liquids from the several cheese

washings and the whey.

In former tirnas many cheese factories required

the farmers who brought milk in for processing to take cans

of the whey away with them for use as fertilizer or food for

farm stock. Ilowadays few processing plants require this of

their suppliers and much whey flows off with the washing

waters, Even without this additional load cheese washings

contain about 20 per cent of the whey because it cannot be

completely drawn from the cheese in processing.

An efficient septic tank provides an adequate

primary treatment for milk waste, But it must be of proper

capacity. Where the dilution factor in the stream is large

secondary treatment may not he necessary. In other situations

an efficient secondary treatment device such as a sand filter

or a field-tile bed should be installed to treat the effluent

from the septic tank,

4. Recapitulation

While the Thames and tributaries are bacterially

polluted at every large population centre which they encounter,

the oxygen balance in the water is normally only locally upset.

The South Branch is much more seriously affected than the North

Branch, since it receives heavy loads of industrial wastes as

well as both treated and untreated sewage. Both branches are



heavily polluted at London, and the river below London is also

foul. The occasional presence of decomposing algae in the

North Branch between London and St. Marys does not indicate the

presence o± much untreated sewage, since the effluent from

treated sewage also promotes the growth of algae.

From the point of view of municipal water

supplies there is at present no problem on the Upper Thames,

since no water is at present taken from the river for drinking

or culinary purposes. If water is taken from the proposed

lake at Fanshawe for municipal supplies it will bf course be

physically and chemically treated

The crux of the problem on the Thames is the

quest:Lon of other uses of water, particularly its use for

watering stock arid its use for recreation, including swimming

and for production of fish. The requirements for purification

of public swimming pools are strictly enforced in city swimming

pools in the Province, but these are not commonly enforced in

the rivers of Ontario, although many rivers are intensively

used on holidays by large numbers of people. It appears that

sonic extension of the present system of controls would be an

advantage.

So long as some municipalities and other public

bodies ignore the Provincial legislation against stream

pollution, no one can expect industrial companies to improve

their conditions. The present legislation concerning pollution

is both so general and so severe that in many cases it cannot

be enforced without disrupting the economic life of the Province.

Since the provisions are difficult to enforce, abuses are now

common, Any changes in the present legislation must obviously

he made in such a way that no company is made to feel that it

is handicapping itself (compared with others) in taking the

lead in pollution abatement,

The solution appears to lie in defining more

exactly the requirements of water purity, not only for public

health but also for industrial uses and for the propagation
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and protection of fish and wildlife. The States of New York

and California provide examples of how this can be done.

Their water problems are at least as complex as those of the

Province of Ontario, but each has already:

(a) set up a Water Pollution Control Board.

(h) adopted a classification of waters for
particular uses and a set of standards
of quality and purity which are to be
applied to them.

(c) set up a permit system for control of all
new outlets including those for industrial
wastes.

The present classification in New York State

includes seven classes of fresh water based on its destined

use, such as drinking, culinary processes, agricultural uses,

bathing, fishing and industrial uses.

Control of new outlets is extremely important.

Article 6 of the Public Health Act, State of Hew York, reads

in part:

“After the effective date of this article, any person
desiring to rnake..0any new outlet for the discharge of
sewage, industrial waste or other wastes..into the
waters of this state, shall first make application to
the board for a permit to construct and use such
outlet. If, after hearing, the board finds that the
dischares from such proposed outlet will not be in
contravention of the standards adopted by the board,
such permit shall be issued to such applicant, so
conditioned as the hoard may direct.1

A similar control of all new outlets in Ontario

appears to be the logical first step, When and if it is com

pleted, the second step of controlling the rresent outlets

will have a greater chance of success, particularly if a set

of water standards is established, based on the intended use.

The dams recommended for construction on the

Thames would noticeably increase the summer flow of the river.

They would help to reduce the effects of the present pollution

and to improve conditions for fish, but the need for rigid

control of existing and new industrial and domestic pollution

outlets will remain.
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UNDERGROUND WAlER

1. General

No consideration of river valley development,

or of conservation, or of re-development of agricultural areas,

could be adequate or in any way complete without some mention

of that water which occurs beneath the surface of the earth,

and particularly of that part of the subsurface water that is

within the zone of saturation, the ground water For it is

this water that is primarily responsible for the continued

flow of surface streams and that supplies, to a very great ex

tent. our domestic and ind.ustrial needs

The water of the earth may be divided into

three:

(a) Water in the atmosphere
(b) Water on the surface of the earth
Cc) ‘fater below the surface of the earth

The water below the surface may in turn be di

vided into three:

(1) That above the zone of saturation
(2) That in the zone of saturation
(3) That in the interior of the earth

The water in the atmosphere is perhaps primarily

the concern of the meteorologist; that on the surface, of the

hydraulic engineer; but that below the surface is directly

the concern of the geologist2 the agriculturalist, and the

engineer

There is, in general, an upper liit within the

earth’s crust below which the permeable rocks are saturated;

this upper limit is called the water table and it forms the

surface of the zone of saturation. The water within this

zone is the ground water.

Practically all the water recovered from the zone

of saturation, that is, ground water, is derived from the

* Caley, J. F. Underground Water SuDplies. Department of
Planning and Development Report, l945.
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atmosphereQ Most of it reaches the earth in the form of pre

cipitation, either as rain or snow0 Of the precipitation

falling on the ground, part is iimiiediately carried away by

streams as surface run-off pt e:aporates, either directly

from the surface and from the upper mantle of soil, or by

transpiration of plants, and the remainder sinks into the

ground ultmately to bc added to the ground—water supplies

Th prupurtion of the totul prtcipitation that

sinks into the ground will depend largely upon the tyoe of

soil or surface rock and the topography of the area upon which

the moisture falls; if the surface deposits are of sand or

gravel more water will sink in than if those deposits were of

clay; if the region is hilly and dissected by numerous valleys

more water will in-imediately drain away than if the surf ace is

fairly flat and but little dissected Steady precipitation

over considerable periods will furnish more water to the ground

water supply than will torrential rains; in this case the run—

of f may be nearly eq’aal to the total precipitation Moisture

falling after the ground surface is frozen will not usually

find its way below the surface and therefore will not materially

replenish the ground-water supply right rains failing during

the growing season may be wholly absorbed by plants© The quan

tity of moisture lost by direct evaporation depends largely

upon temperature, wind and humidity

It is evident, then, that the percentage of the

total precipitation disposed of by run—off, evaporation, or

percolation below the surface is difficult to determine and

depends to some extent upon local factors0

That part of the precipitation that sinks into

the ground finds its way downward until it reaches the ground

water level or until it comes into contact with a layer of

rock which is impervious to its passage; such a layer may hold

water some distance above the general ground-water level0 This
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is known as perched water. If the ground-water level is at

or flea:’ the surface there will be a lake or swamp; if it is

cut by a valley, there will be a stream.

The conditions under which ground water occurs

and the factors determining its quantity, quality, and possible

recovery are many This water is directly associated with the

rock into which it percolates and as this rock may (and in

south—western Ontario does) vary in its physical properties

from place to place, so will the conditions affecting the

ground water change.

Because of the large quantities of water that

are daily consumed from underground sources, it nay be thought

that precipitation cannot furnish the entire supply. However,

when it is remembered that a layer of water one inch deep

over an area of one square mile amounts to about 14,520,000

imperial gallons and that in south-western Ontario the annual

precipitation is perhaps in the order of 30 inches, it will

be seen that over 420,000,000 gallons fall on each square mile

each year If we estimate that only 10 to 20 per cent (surely

a conservative estimate) of the annual precipitation reaches

the zone of saturation, there is still an appreciable quantiy

of water available to recharge the ground—water supplies.

It is not imiDlied that the ground—water supplies

are inexhaustible So long as the annual recharge, that is

the quantity of water reaching the zone of saturation, is

equal to or greater than the quantity withdrawn, the ground

water supplies will not materially decline0 Unfortunately,

however, there are parts of south—western Ontario where this

condition does not prevaiL It is common knowledge that once

permanent streams are now dry, that many springs have dis

appeared and many wells have failed, Such a condition is in

large measure the result of cutting down of forest trees,

draining of swamps, and bringing into cultivation area that
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perhaps should have been left as woodlots. In general, the

same quantity of moisture is falling now as before the streams

ceased flowing, but so far as ground water is concerned one

of the most important results of the aforementioned conditions

is the great increase in surface run—off, culminating all too

often in disastrous floods and reducing greatly the quantity

of water that formerly went to recharge the subsurface supplies.

Couple with this the increase in population with its ever

increasing demand upon ground water for both domestic and

industrial needs, and it is not difficult to see that the

ground-water resources will still further decline unless some

remedial measures are taken.

Getting back to the geology of ground water;

all sedimentary rocks are to some degree porous, that is; they

possess pores between the individual grains of which they are

conposed0 Water stored within the rocks mainly occurs as

filling these spaces A very fine—grained rock containing

water may have such small pores that the attraction between

the rock and water is great enough to hold the water in the

rook; such a rock will not yield its water to wells. Those

rocks that yield their water readily are called aquifers;

those that do not are im.pervious beds

For the present purpose the geology of south

western Ontario may be divided into two parts; the bedrock and

the overlying unconsolidaad. glacial depositse

The bedrock consists of layers of limestone,

shale and sandstone that, when viewed at an isolated outcrop,

generally appear to be flat-lying, but that regionally are

known to dip from 10 to perhaps 40 or 50 feet a mile in a

general south-westerly direction. These rocks are sedimentary

in origin, having been formed from sediments deposited in bodies

of sea water later to be consolidated into hard rock.,

The water—b.aring properties of the various types

of rook constituting this sedimentary succession vary greatly,
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In general, the shales, being fine—grained, are the poorest

uq.uifers, while the sandstones and limestones are considerably

better

No special study of the water in these rocks

has been made, but they have been mapped over much of south

western Ontario so that the distribution, thickness, and gen

eral physical characters of the several formations are fairly

well known0 In the area bordering Lake Erie, the bedrock has

been penetrated to various depths by wells drilled for oil and

gas. and a study of these drilling records has yielded some

general data regarding water Thus it is that we know of

occurrences of fresh water generally in the upper part of the

bedrock; of sulphur water somewhat lower; and of salt water at

still lower depths0

Overlying the bedrock is the glacial drift.

During the final stages of geological history great accumul

ations of ice formed at several centres in Northern Canada.

Due to the pressure exerted by the innnense thickness of ice,

the ice moved out in all directions from these centres,

covering large areas with a continental ice sheet. As the

ice advanced it picked up great quantities of loose rock which

it carried along and which was deposited when the ice finally

retreated by melting This material is unconsolidated and

called glacial drift. Several advances and retreats of the ice

sheet took place and each retreat left its accumulation of

drift on the surface over which it passed.

Thus, over most of south-western Ontario the

bedrock is covered with drift ranging in thickness from zero

in parts of the Bruce Peninsula to over 600 feet in the region

north of Toronto.

Generally, the drift consists of boulders and

pebbles of various composition and size embedded in a matrix

of clay to form a more or less impervious mass called boulder

clay0 Intermingled with this, and commonly in a most complex
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manner, and also lying above, below, and between successive

tillsheets are beds, lenses and pockets of waterlaid sand and

gravel which form the chief water—bearing members of the drift.

Throughout the greater part of south—western

Ontario most of the ground-water supplies are directly

associated with the glacial drift.

2 Oxford, Middlesex and Perth Counties *

(a) Oxford County

This county, lying as it does, according to

Chapman and Putnam, in the Central Plain between the two ends

of the Horseshoe MDraine, is favoured with relatively thick

drift Presumably, supplies from the drift sufficient for the

needs of rural areas are available almost everrwhere in the

county In addition, there are valley trains composed of sand

and gravel which should serve as particularly good sources of

ground water, Also, surface sands and gravels over a con

siderable area adjacent to Norfolk County, brought about by

deposition from ice—front streams pouring south—west into Lake

Whittlesey south—west of Brantford, serve as good storage

media

A survey made by the Agricultural Representative

at the time of the l944-45 drought led to the conclusion thab

certain areas of the county were rather badly off as regards

ground—water resources, These included areas around Brooks-

dale in West Zorra Township, the southern part of East Zorra,

the part of Blandford lying between Bright, Innerkip, Gables

and Drumbo, and an area near Richwood0 It is believed that

most of the difficulty was with shallow wells and that it was

relieved when the wells were drilled deeper0 About 100 wells

(2 per cent of those reported upon) experienced a water

shortage in this drought, Over half of the wells were stated

to be drilled wells, some as deep as 240 feet and in rock or

* c-wynne, C S. A Prelimina.ry Ground Water Survey of
Southern Ontario. Department of Planning and Development
Report, 1946, unpublished
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close to it0

Woodatock, Ingersoll, Tillsonburg, Norwich,

Thajnesford, Tavistoc and Otterville all obtain their water

from either springs or wells0 Woodstock is stated to have

developed a spring outside of the town and also has a well or

ells arproximately 160 feet deep in the city park, which draw

from limestone of the Norfolk formation. The well is reported

to be 397 feet deep, and presumably is a considerable distance

into bedrock. The bedrock of the area thus appears to serve

as a reliable source of ground water. Securing the best

available information on the water supplies of these two

communities and of any other wells which draw from the bedrock

would seem highly advisable0

The Norfolk formation, comprised essentially of

limestone, directly underlies the mantle of the western part

of the county, approximately O per cent of its area0 This is

flanked on the east by belts of the Bertie—Akron and Sauna.

Ordinarily, wells drilled beyond the upper part of these

formations might be expected to furnish only salt or sul—

phurous water but, as pointed out above in connection with the

discussion of the supplies of Woodstock and Ingersoll, the

possibilities should be more definitely determined, particularly

with regard to the limestone beds of the Norfolk.

The water supplies of Tavistock, from wells 25

feet deep, and frora Norwich, from wells 135 feet deep, are

obtained from sand and gravel probably of valley—train origin.

The supplies of both Tillsonburg and Otterville were reported

to be from flowing wells and to be of poor quality0 The

Tillscnburg wells are west of the city and about 100 feet deep.

The water is believed to come from the drift0

In summary, the impression has been gained that

there is no shortage of ground—water supplies in rural areas

in this county. Shortage which has been experienced cane from

the use of shallow wells, and. the deepening of such wells
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usually improved the situation Many deeper wells, however,

were also stated to have been affected by the drought, and

many attempts to find water at the haze of the drift or in the

upper part of the bedrock were unsu.ccessfu1 It is believed

that as far as this county is concerned, emphasis at present

should be placed upon acquiring more information regarding

the ground-water geology in the vicinity of Vioodstock end

Inger sell

(b) Middlesety

The mantle of this county is prevailingly thick,

generally, so that in rural areas satisfactory water supplies

nay be secured from within cr at the base of the drift. Most

of the county is round moraine, but there are several clay

morainos of the Horseshoe Moraine, and there are valley trains

‘between and at the ends of those moraines The deposits of

sand and gravel on the surf aces formed by glacial waters along

spiliways and outlets, are favourable for ground—water accumu—

lation No water-supply problems in rural areas during recent

periods of drought, except possibly in the vicinity of

Melborne, are reported, Here, as elsewhere, shallow wells,

particularly in till, have failed in time of drought No

difficulty in securing water in dri].led wells is reported

although wells drilled into bedrock are always confronted with

the possibility of striking salty water.,

Several, communities in this county depend upon

subsurface supplies These include London, Strathroy, glen—

coo, lambeth and Parkhill, and the water in each case is be

lieved to come from sands and gravels in the drift The wells

at Strathroy are only 30 feet deep and those at Gienooe have

a maximum depth of 14? feet, The smaller wells at Strathroy

are thought to be located in a valleytrin deposit Stratliroy

was not visited, but according to report there is no difficulty

in the bringing in of new wells through the use of sand—pointc

So fax’ as known, all of these supplies are reasonably potable,

except the one at Parkhill, which is reported to be suiphurous

in charactcr
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The surface bedrock of most of the county is the

Hamilton formation (mostly shale and a smaller amount of lime

stone) in the western part, and the Norfolk formation composed

of magnesium and calcarious limestcres in the eastern part.

Presumably, as elsewhere, fresh—water supplies from the fissures

near the top of these formations may with luck produce potable

water Non—potable water is a greater possibility, particularly

if the wells go to any depth in the bedrock One flowing well

at the west end of the Springbarik Park, believed to have been

drilled into the bedrock, produces a highly sulphuious water.

For the time being there seems to be little

need of detailed study of the ground—water geology in rural

areas or in any of the towns of this county using well or

spring water except London With its present population of

04,000 and further growth in prospect it would seem logical

that as complete knowledge as possible with regard to the

ground—water resources of the vicinity be developed. A

thorough and detailed study of the Pleistocene in this vicinity

is first in order so that the extent and relations of all

water-bearing sand and gravel deposits may be learned

Inspection of the well records of the Intaxnational Water

Supply Company and the Public Utilities Commission of London

should contribute to this study

(c) Perth County

In spite of the fact that Perth is covered with

a variety of glacial deposits, wells drilled to or into the

bedrock are reported to be widespread and numerous This

suggests either that the drift is thin at least in some plaoes

or that it is poor in available ground water, or that supplies

from the bedrock are better0 The glacial deposits include

clay moraines, which are part of the Horseshoe Moraine, and

sand moraines, also ground moraine and valley trains. The

valley trains are, of courso, along the principal natural
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drainage lines and in some cases connecting them0 Eskers are

a prominent feature - in E11La Township3 A drumlin area extends

north from Listowel0

No difficulty appears to have been experienced.

as regards subsurface supplies in the rural areas, although

as stated it is notable that wells are drilled in bedrock,

many of them as much as 180 or 200 feet in depth0 In the

vicinity of Mitchell the rural wells are reported to go to

the bedrock; at an anprcximate depth of 75 feet, where they

strike good. water. The practice is bo case off sand and gravel

acquifers in the mantle because water from these sources is

likely to contain troublesome silt or fine sand0 The mantle

is reported to be approximately 75 feet thick at Listowel,

where a plentiful amount of water under pressure is found at

the top of the bedrock Wells In the vicinity of Stratford

are also reported to secure their water from bedrockQ

Stratford, St. Marys, Listowel, Mitchell, and

Milverton have supplies from springs or wells0 That for the

first two of these apparently comes from limestone (Onondaga)

of the Norfolk formation, The artesian well at St. Marys has

a depth of 150 feet and Stratford has six wells ranging in

depth between 550 and 650 feet; these wells penetrate 100 to

125 feet of mantle,

Iletowel has three wells, ranging in depth

from 240 to 338 feet; the water is probably from the Akron—

Bertie9 The Milverton supply comes from the bedrock; either

the Akron—Bertie or the Salina, and that ;of Mitchell from an

acquifer in the drift,

There are believed to be no innnediate ground

water probleias in this county The matter thught to be

most in need of study when the tine becomes available is that

of the grounci-water resources of the bedrock0 It would seem

from the available evidence that the limestone of the Norfolk

(and most of it is limestone of one sort or another) contains
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considerable fresh water, much of it obtained from wells within

the formation. Its qUSlity should be confirmed and. the extent

of the area from which suitable supplies might be drawn

determined

3 Farm Water Supply

A survey of farm water supply on the water

shed of Trout Creek and a portion of the watershed of the

Middle Branch of the Thames was begun in the middle of October

l945 Two hundred and eighty-seven reports were obtained

from farmers in the Trout Creek area about 95 per cent of

the occupied farms0 A number of other farms were visited where

reliable information could not be obtained owing to the absence

of the owners. Whenever possible in these cases information

was obbained from neighbours, but this could not always be done0

Heavy snowstorms in December interfered with the work by closing

some of the side roads with drifts It was not possible to

complete the survey of the Middle ranch above Embro, as was

intendedQ Over one hundred reports were collected from this

area, however, and it was covered sufficiently to indicate

that conditions here are very similar to those in Trout Creek.

The area on the Middle Branch affected by the lowering of the

underground we.tcr supply which appears to have taken place in

the last 50 or 60 years is perhaps slightly greater in pro

portion than that on Trout Creeks The farms reporting short

age of water lay mostly along the divide between the watersheds.

The Trout Creek Watershed is2 on the whole,

well watered There are a number of strong springs on the

sides of the valleys and the creoks fed by these intersect

most of the area0 In some places however, fairly wide

stretches of the original high tableland remain uncut by valleys

and these areas are dependent or underground sources of water.

These include some of the best farmland in the district0

It had been reported that farmers in some parts

of the watershed had been suffering from shortage in recent
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years. This proved to be the case in several areas along the

divides between the different creeks. A shortage of water

had been very widely felt during the winter of l944—5 Many

farmers reported that they had had t haul water for their

stock during that winter for the first time. Others had hauled

water from time to tine for some years past

A number of reports of unsatisfactory wells

were given in the area south—west of Stratford, in the fourth,

fifth, sixth and seventh concessions of South Easthope

Twnship The land here is higli, flat, not too well drained

and rather bare of trees0 A group of farms on the highland

between Trout Creek and the Middle Branch, north—west of

Maplewood in Zorra West To-waaship, reported scarcity in recent

years In some cases wells were being drilled at the tIm of the

survey0 Part of this group was within the watershed of the

Middle Branch,

In the neighbourhood of Harrington a number of

farms in the first, second, third, fourth and fifth conces

sions of Zorra West reported shortage in dry seasons. South

and west of Harrington there is a large group of wells which

were drilled 30 or 40 years ago0 Many of the owners of these

wells gave failure of the old wells as the reason for drilling.

These various groups of wells, with others on the boundary

between Perth and Oxford Counties, form a rough circle around

the valley in which the village of Harrington lies, near the

junction of two main branches of D’out Creek0 It is fairly

evident that since the turn of the century there has been a

change in the level of the ground water along these heights0

Very few reports of poor supply were given in

the small portions of Blanshard and Nissouri East Townships

which lie in the Wrout Creek Watershed. In these two sections

there is a very large proportion of drilled wells, n&iy of

long standing Most of this area consists of the high table

land and in the valleys the limestone is very close to the
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surface Some wells in the thirteenth and, fourteenth conces

sions of Downie Township form part of this group0

In the Gcre of Downie which lies almost

entirely within the out Creek Jater shed, there were a great

many reports of scarcity in recent years. In the eastern

section these chiefly referred to the exceptional winter of

l944—5 In the south—west angle of’ the ‘Gore”, several ox’ a

group of wells from 20 feet to 25 feet in depth were reported

as giving trouble of late years0 Two of the owners of these

wells were inclined to attribute this to the increase of’ under—

drainage. In one of these cases a stretch of’ woodland had

recently been cleared and drainedc

Of the 57 wells on which reports were obtained,

266 were dug wells. These wells vary greatly in depth, the

average for the watershed being 22 feet. They can be divided

into two general classes the ordinary dug wells2 usually

more than 20 feet deeps in which the depth of water varies

with the amount of’ precipitation2 and. the shallower wells,

called by their owners spring wells’, in which there is a

fairly constant level of water at from 2 to 4 feet Very few

shallow wells wholly dependent on su’face seepage were

reported on the watershed

The first of these types of dug well was, in

frmor times2 the most usual source of water supply in the area.,

Many of these wells have been replaced by drilled wells cf

some form, and others, all over the wa’ershed, were reported

as going dry periedically, Some o± these have been giving so

much trouble that the owners were drilling new wells when

visited or intended to do so as soon as possible3 Speaking

generally, it may be said that wells o± this type, less than

0 feet in depth, are no longer satisfactory for watering

stock or as the only supply, Very frequently a well about

20 feet in depth and curbed with stone was tlil in use for

domestic supply; while the well used for the stock was from

10 to 20 feet deeper and. curbed with brick, indicating that it
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had been constructed at a later date than that at the house0

When scrne kInd of mechemboal pumping system has been installed

on the deeper well, the house well has often gone out of use

altogether0 These disusod wells are not included in the table

at the end of this chapter

In many places it has been found necessary to

dig to a greater depth to obt in a satisfactory supply0 Wells

of from 40 to 60 feet are not unconmaon, and even greater

cepths are found occasionally0 o wells 90 foot deep were

reported. One of these was an exceptional case, the well having

been dug deeper, after water had been found, to avoid quick—

sand. The other 90—f oct well formed pert of a group of deep

wells in Lots 33—35, Concession VIIViII in Zorra West0 This

group of four wells included one of 47 feet, one of 50 feet

and one of 8’? feet, besides the 90—foot well already mentioned

As a rule, all the deeper wells were giving a good supply of

water.

The wells reported as “spring wells” were usually

giving a satisfactory supply0 They were often found in the

neighbourhood of flowing springs and in many cases such a

spring was used as a supplementary supply0 They were usually

said to have a constant depth of a few feet of water and when

it was reported that ti-toy could be pumped dry it was almost

invariably added that they filled up again in a few hours. A

few of these wells were reported as overflowing.

A number of farms on the watershed depend on

aprings for their whole water supply and others use the springs

to a greater extent than their wells., There are groups of

strong springs used for this urpose along the valley of ‘out

Creek from Harrington to St Marys, and others are found in the

Gore of Downie, near Harmony, on the Stratford—Embro road, and

in the neighbourhood of Fairview0 In a few cases there were

reports that the springs were giving less water of late yeai’s

or evei going dry These were always springs that were being

used in addition to wells. In one of these cases it was
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believed that planting had materially improved the flow.

A few small ponds were being used for stock. As

these were, in every case, fed by springs and of small area,

they ere included with the springs in the table of Farm Water

Supply0 One or two faimers reported that their cattle used

kettle ponds to drink from in pasture0

The impressions received from this survey are

that the Trout Creek atershed as a whole is well supplied

with water under present conditions; that there was a marked

tendency to shortage in many paxts of the watershed about forty

years ago, which led to extensive deepening of wells and

drilling for water; and that shortage of water is felt at the

present time in scattered lccalities, particularly in winters

There seems to be good reason to connect this

lowering of the ground water after lOOn with the cutting of

many of the oodlcts which had survived until about that time6

The effect of under-drainage on the water supply is less cer

tain, but the belief is widely held that this has a great deal

to do with the failure of some of the wells0 The present

shortage is attributed in part to more stock being kept0

Modern pra’3tices also involve a larger consumption of water per

head of stock than was the case in the past0 When spring

wells are used, on the other hand, it has often been found that

modern water systems which draw evenly on the water supply are

more satisfactory than the old method of pumping up large

q.uantitie two or three times a day0

Conservation measures in general would certainly

have a beneficial effect on the 1’ aria water supply of the area.

But, as the shortage is more acute on the higher ground, the

restoration of woodlots and the protection of kettle areas,

whether ponds or swamps, would seam to be more important in this

respect than other measures which are concerned rather with

the valleys than with the tableland itself.
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F WAlER SUPPLY

D

TROUT CREEIc WAERS}D

Dug Drilled Wells Wells

Townships Creek& Springs Wells Wells Sometimes Giving
Dry Good Supply

Easthope S, 9 4 •83 10 33 60

Downie 27 22 80 21 22 79

Blansherd 6 4 12 14 2 24

Nissouri E. 13 10 26 22 6 42

Zorra W, 29 36 65 24 23 66

Totals 84 76 266 91 86 271

*Ted for watering stock
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